
 

warriormom

Hallelujah Dr Mercola! Give the man a few carbs and look what happens! ( written with a smile and a wink

from someone whose middle name is actually Joy)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

gaylbaby_203

LOL, funniest comment today! ;) I love this website!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

therealjones

HAHAHA, you win comment of the day!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

shangrila114

Bravo WM. True warriors also bring joy to the world. Just as Dr. M. Would have given two likes if I

could.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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HealthNutNews

lol. Funniest comment I have read in here in years. :)  Ha.  Now I have double joy knowing of course

stories are back up, especially for my relatives who have been asking and joy from your joke :) Erin

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jef9075

Love it warriormom! Thanks for the smile & chuckle.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

epi-cure

warriormom, indeed !   What a road it's been: The Joy of Cooking (1936). The Joy of Sex (1972) and

now The Joy of Carbs.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Cabochon

https://youtu.be/HljSXSm6v9M

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

marmur

The best comment ever!  Hallelujah Dr. Mercola!  The �nal frontier is now into Dr. Mercola's radar. It's

the carbs for sure that opened the door for our wonderful Doctor!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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epi-cure

Cabochon, a favorite symphony featuring a favorite conductor (Barenboim), to be sure. And this one is

sublime: www.youtube.com/watch   See Lenny bounce with a verve and vigor like Doc when he's

interviewing a favorite guest.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Katy69

Thanks, Cabochon, for that uplifting piece. Here’s a wonderfully joyful rendition of Handel’s Hallelujah

chorus sung by the tabernacle choir. They look so happy and positive, it’s hard not to feel joyful

listening to this life-enhancing music. Let’s celebrate Dr M’s good news. We will NOT comply and we

WILL be joyful in spite of four years of gloom.  I would like my Substack contributions to go to a bona

�de charity of Dr Mercola’s choosing. Perhaps other readers would join me in donating their

subscription to a needy cause - homelessness or a children’s charity. If not possible, I will request a

refund and choose a local charity. https://youtu.be/1Rf3WK_IJ1g

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

badboy2

Does this mean that the US Government is no longer taking away Dr. Mercola's �rst U.S. Constitutional

rights of Freedom of Speech?

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Cabochon

Thanks, epi-cure, for that link. I watched the “Emperor” in its entirety, so exquisitely beautiful, it’s

almost painful at times. Yes, Bernstein is literally jumping for joy! Who could fail to be inspired by

these heavenly sounds? The spiritual element of our lives has been neglected for far too long.  Also

the human voice is also capable of great emotion and the expression of joy, Katy. Hallelujah! Three

pieces of music that symbolise triumph over adversity and determination - surely - to celebrate, not

destroy the gift of life.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Erena5

Great comment! I know what you mean.... Carbs do bring you Joy !

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

epi-cure

Cabochon and Katy69, all three exquisite pieces. For me Bach angelic choral music lifts the veil that

otherwise separates us from those beloved and deceased. J.S.B.'s Joy. www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

glenngall

Jauchzet -- Shout for joy! Thank you Dr. Mercola! For Bach and Baroque Music lovers, an amazingly

joyous cantata #51, and performance, with original style instruments!! -- www.youtube.com/watch .

Thank you, Joy, for starting this thread!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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epi-cure

glenngall ineffably ethereal. Many thanks. It also brings me joy knowing there are others here in the

community who adore the gifts that are J.S. Bach and Maria. Let our spirits soar ! BTW, do you have

her phone number :- ) ?

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

Guillermou

It is a great satisfaction that Dr. Mercola is excited and hopeful to create joy with his great wisdom in

books and research articles. We feel the joy today from the depths of our hearts. Happiness is covered

with joy that favors balance between mind and body and allows us to recover from the great sources of

health. Today our psychological well-being is related to emotions of joy and feelings of happiness.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Luvvvy

Hi Gui, this is good health news. I always appreciate when reports are shared with an open-minded

and caring intention and a genuine positive tone. I wish Dr.M. success on his new path. God Bless !!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

Guillermou

Dear Luvvvy, yes, much joy with love to satisfy people's needs in improving the quality of life. "Wisdom

is knowing what the next step is; virtue, in carrying it out." David Starr Jordan American educator and

ichthyologist.

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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artist.jill

Well, this is a red letter day indeed. True, I will be eternally grateful to be able to continue raising

awareness by sending your links, but more importantly, the pursuit of joy is meaningful, momentous work.

The thought leaders who speak to the idea that this is in fact why we are put on this earth, to pursue joy,

are the ones whose philosophies have resonated the most with me. "Joie de vivre" has actually been my

lifelong, unapologetic mission statement. A friend of mine once gave me a nickname of Joy for a middle

name: Jill-Joy. Dr M, your recognition of JOY is profound during this time of reharmonization we seem to

be in. I look forward to what you have next for us devoted followers.

Because of the persecution you have endured, this is actually a poignant moment for many of us. Joy can

encompass poignancy and is perhaps empowered by it. I was devastated for you, Dr M, when you were

victimized by unethical censorship prior to convid (my term) and then by criminal and slanderous attacks

during this ongoing convid debacle. IMHO Pres. Biden should be pressed to issue an apology to you, and

should present you with a Medal of Honor. I like to muse on how pursuing truth and optimism is the way to

operate in spite of the forces of evil. Let's all show those who have been trying to dismantle US

government from within for quite some time now how positive forces win out.

I propose we all go forward during this time *creating* rather than *reacting* - to cre-ate rather than re-

act; there is more power there. We're familiar with the axiom of "what you resist, persists". So, something

to think about -- don't �ght them per se, but push our power into productivity of newer, greater approaches,

and do it while maintaining a positive energy vibe. And now Dr M is bravely leading the way for us on how

to do this. Bravo to a brave hero, whom history will record and recognize with highest esteem. You're on a

Hero's Journey. Bravo, Dr M-Joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

artist.jill

A thought from a philosopher about triumphing over adversity -- which references joy! ~ “Conquering

any di�culty always gives one a secret joy, for it means pushing back a boundary-line and adding to

one's liberty.” - Henri-Frederic Amiel

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Newbones1

This is the best news, Dr Mercola. I have often missed articles because I didn't get to them fast enough.

You are the best in every way Dr M.  A truly genuine person.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Maritt

Great news! So good to be able to search topics again. No refund required.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lwillitts1

Dr. Mercola, your newsletters are a very valuable resource to me and I believe your advice has helped to

keep me healthy. Even though I have a subscription to your Substack, my routine in bed every night before

I go to sleep is to read your newsletters and save most of them to my iPad. I can feel the joy coming

through in this current newsletter and it is wonderful! No refund required.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

JudyCharl

I have the same routine. had to buy a new iPad with lots of memory to store all my saved Mercola

articles on before they disappeared! Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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MASONMANNIX

I sure do miss the days when I could print off an article weeks later or go back and read something

months later.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

HealthNutNews

I know many people were thrilled to hear this today. It de�nitely brought them lots of Joy. :-) Erin

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

alissnow

It does! Fun that you joined his newsletter 23 years ago and love your business name, Health Nut

News. I'll have to look it up in case it's still active! Mercola has given me lots of great info over the past

decades as well; he may be a bit egotistical, but most likely rightly so. As much as he tries to sell his

products, he certainly liberally apprises the public to well-researched medical info with NO

censorship!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

marmur

The carbs and hopefully your whispers, your lifestyle, your examples! Thank you for your joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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wct5588

As a regular consumer of your products, and Mercola disciple, and we are the same age, I appreciate your

realization. Maybe there's something about 70 that has that subtle impact. The way the world is going, we

really have. no control over its course, but individually we can exert control of ourselves. What we think.

What we believe. How we behave. We can live with joy and the people surrounding us will know it. And,

likewise �nd it infectious. Look forward to your book. - Corey

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

meehan2661

Thank you Dr. Mercola! There are few people that would have endured what you have went through, you

not only held your beliefs but brought them to the next level. Most have heard the phrase joy is in the

journey. Happiness is the byproduct of living the right kind of life. You were chosen by spirit to help

humanity.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Cinnann

Does this have anything to do with the letter Conservative authors on Substack recently received from

Stripe (their payment vendor and the only option available) that they MUST open their bank account they

use to deposit paid subscriptions? Stripe and Substack are demanding this and they will then forward the

information to the federal government. Dr. Malone posted about it (link below). Mercola does not want to

put himself in that position and rightfully so. Malone has hired an attorney as he explains in the link. It is

just a back door form of censorship and digital control. open.substack.com/pub/rwmalonemd/p/stripe-

substack-demand-�nancial?r=..

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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RichJedi

It would certainly make sense but the sudden turn around.. But if that's the reason they I greatly

appreciate Doc doing this to protect those who subscribed.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

riskybiz

Thanks for posting this important information.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

19861986

I feel the joy already and this is the message I have been getting lately! Finally, brethren, whatever is true,

whatever is honorable, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of good repute, if

there is any excellence and if anything worthy of praise, dwell on these things. Philippians 4:8

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Zoltannovax

Nothing short of earth or perhaps cosmos-shaking - Joy as a metric! Most of us understand metrics as

units of measurement - for instance, inches or centimeters being metrics for length, or seconds and

minutes being metrics for time. The profound paradigm shift here a cosmic hack perhaps that is being

proposed by Dr. Mercola has the potential to transform human evolution in ways that most of us can

neither imagine nsor fully comprehend. On a biochemical level. the implications of an empirical dialectic

of this magnitude and breadth are nuanced but clear: The amygdala, hippocamps, and limbic systems in

our brain use neurotransmitters like dopamine, serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptophan, endorphins, and

norepinephrine to create the synaptic unit of information transfer between states of happiness, joy,

ecstasy, and sublime religious experience.

A number of functional medicine groups have been researching and operationalizing this phenomenon

through neuroplastic genomic cell transfer. Where Dr, Mercola is going to take this paradigm one can only

imagine and hope for. Someday, there will likely be a joy paradigm to release all of us from our existential

spiritual bondage and free us to enter a state of fully enlightened synaptic light and energy transfer.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

DanoS1

To me, this is just more proof that Dr. Mercola really wants to help people. Who else refunds all

subscriber's fees? Mercola is the man.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

e_g5680

Thanks so much. Actually last night when falling asleep, I was aware of that I was seeking honesty, truth,

holistic life and real knowledge in this infected world. Also the freedom to decide for myself what and how

to be in charge of my own wellbeing.  Lo and behold, I got my answer today!  The whole “Mercola family”

here inspires me and gives me joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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MrPOrangi

You were an important link in the chain that saved me from certain death from prescription poisons.

Thank you and best wishes to you all. Is there any information available to us about the late wonderful Dr

Andrew Saul?

 Posted On 03/17/2024

 

luxinterior

Oh no I had no idea Andrew Saul had passed away, I'm shocked and very saddened to hear this

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

9ellie1

Don't be sad - when you pop out of your body, you are in total JOY/BLISS. From an NDE'er :-)

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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dpm39560

* * * * * HOORAY!! * * * * * I know I speak for all your readers when I offer a standing ovation for this

development. Over the last few years, I have been dismayed by how many articles were about things

OTHER than health, such as what is going on by people with an agenda - but I realized that this is one of

the only places we can hear this information, so I did not complain. Thank you for your courage and your

deep research. One other source that gives unvarnished truth, one I believe everyone should follow, is

PragerU.com. Dennis Prager has also been vili�ed and had many "cancellation and deplatforming

attempts" made because he speaks out against those trying to keep us from learning the truth.

I believe Dr. Mercola and Dennis Prager should both appear as interview guests on each other's videos.

Their viewpoints are signi�cantly different, approaching from different directions, but they have both

arrived at the same conclusions: There are a LOT of people and agencies actively suppressing

information, and the key to happiness is JOY! Keep up the great work, Dr. M!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

Bless you Dr. Mercola on behalf of life on Earth...May YOU be �lled and surrounded with Joy.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

markone64

Use to repost the posts but stop when they disappeared 2 days later. Will start to repost again, Welcomed

move

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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juststeve

One huge yes. Happiness is �eeting and can be a temporary distraction. Deep lived and felt Joy sets a

foundation to approach and to address discomfort properly, and to pursue the integration of True Health.

If one can �nd their 'Center,' Joy keeps the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual all working in concert

in the best of times, in the most di�cult of times. To �nd one's 'Center' the focus shifts to see what it is I

need to do, what is it where We can work together and abandoning the attempt to accumulate Power and

Control over others.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Nutrition_Nut

Yea! I'm celebrating over articles now being freely available. So many of them I missed reading in the

limited time and I had a very di�cult time �nding them.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nomogmo

Same here. I subscribed but could still never �nd the articles because the titles/heading changed. I

wrote to the editors about it but never got solutions. I do love Dr. Mercola's reaction (h3ll, no) to the

new policy that he open a bank account with those controlling the Substack.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

akbarber

Thank you Dr Mercola!  You are truly inspirational and have such a heart for helping others reclaim their

health naturally.

 Posted On 03/17/2024
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joepilgrimsmarketcom

I wish this announcement explained what has changed since the time you were cyberattacked and now.

Do you now have a more secure website that can defend against the attacks, or have you decided that

since the Covid hysteria is over l, that you will not be attacked anymore? Perhaps you are saying that

because your future content which is more directed at creating joy, will not generate the same amount of

hostility from those that want to suppress your message? And offering to refund people's subscriptions

almost reads like an admission that you never needed to make the move in the �rst place and now you are

apologizing... I am a big fan of yours, but I �nd this post very confusing. I hope that you will reply.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nomogmo

You sound like a true "critical thinker" as they say... You are rightfully confused as it looks from

comments on this article (look for comments by Cinnann, bng6515, and cow5815) that something did

change. A new policy by Substack and Stripe put forth to conservative users like Dr. Mercola. They are

attempting to get him and others to sign on to their exclusive banking operation, complete with more

controls. Those who commented, informing us of the new policy, added a link to Dr. Malone's reaction

to the same.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

mike47

Thank you, Dr. Mercola!! Once again you prove what a good man you are!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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bootsallen

I still remember the article posted about removing articles and how I could not stop crying and of course

went straight to Substack. Today is a GREAT DAY!! God Bless!!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

walterlane

This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use

Comment does not pertain to the topic of the article or does not provide value or insight to the discussion.

 

Nancywilkins

He never mentioned God or Jesus Christ. God is the Great Physician and no one else. I hope he is not

getting into the new age stuff. He is correct that we need joy, But we need to remember where that joy

and inner peace comes from, and that is from our Lord Jesus Christ. So please Dr. Mercola, give God

the credit. It is the wisdom of God that gives us love, peace and joy and most of all salvation. I just

pray Dr Mercola that you remember where your abilities come from and don't let pride get in your way.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

steelyd

I have been following your advice since you were �rst on the internet. My functional Doctor follows you,

also. I could not afford to being a paid subscriber as I am on a retired budget so I downloaded many many

.pdf �les. I plan to continue that. I have to credit you for the knowledge I have gained from your posts. You

are the GEM of the medical community, hands down!!! Because of you I enjoy great health for one of 73. It

is obvious to everyone. They all are astounded when I divulge my age. Your shared knowledge has enabled

me to be a steward of my own health for its' major part.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jst5464

I hope I can continue to see your posts in Canada. If the gatekeepers don't like your post, we don't get to

see it. This is because Trudeau is a dictator.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LittleChez

Greetings jst5464  Bummer about your dictator, I pray he would have enough sense to understand that

if the people he "rules" are healthly they will live longer there by bene�ting him greatly by 1. Having a

constant in �ow of taxes to pay his salary and other "minor" things ;) & 2. He has people to "rule" over,

for a while ..at least. :)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nancy_falster

Dr Mercola and team, I’ve followed you for years and purchased your products as well. I met you at WAP

event that was held in Dallas and I was one of chefs who provided some of the food from our farm and got

your approval on my Hackepeter- I must say it has been rewarding and so encouraging to see the progress

of your journey in all these years.You are prayed for often and may our gracious Creator continue to bless

your efforts. If you ever get the chance to get to East Texas, you have an open invitation to come and sit a

spell’ and soak up JOY on our farm. THANK YOU for sharing so much with so many.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

The Texan

Hi, Nancy! I wondered if you still had your farm. Glad to see that you still do!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Almond

May the good that you do be returned to you manyfold. What you have done and continue to do is a

blessing to many. However, I would be willing to do without your website if it meant giving you a position

where you can effect change in the govt after the next election.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LittleChez

Hi Almond:   I would be VERY concerned if Dr. Mercola ran for or became politically involved in any

way (running for a political o�ce of any kind) as this would most de�nitely affect his wonderful

endeavors to educate us in the area of health.     Remember, it takes time to research a topic, time to

think it through, more time to communicate in a way that people will be able to understand and apply

the information and a whole lot more.    Dr. Mercola needs to keep doing the wonderful work he is

currently doing and YOU and I do the political "stuff", vote, run for o�ce and whatever else that might

need to be done.  Be careful, as I am sure that there's "others" out there who would also be willing to

do without Dr. Mercola's webpage BUT, for all the WRONG reasons. :)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Almond

Little Chez... Yes, I understand what you are saying, but, note that I said only if he is given a position

where he can effect change. I do not undervalue the work he has done. it is good and necessary.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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vde59162

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I've been a loyal fan for 20 years...at least. I appreciate you and all of your advice

and information. You helped me a lot with my son who was diagnosed with autism 20+ years ago. Today

he is a college grad, holds a job, drives and is my favorite person. Thank you for the information and

encouragement.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Islabonita222

Great news! I won't have to keep downloading all the articles onto my mobile anymore..Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

timarjon747

True joy is found in Christ alone. There is no such thing as “your authentic truth”. This is something the

devil would say to lead people from the truth. The only authentic truth comes from God. We cannot trust

own “internal compass” because it’s been corrupted by sin. I’ve followed Dr. Mercola for years and he has

given great insight to medical issues for me and this shift to spiritual wellness is not a bad thing if it’s

grounded in spiritual truth, so to this I say: do not listen to people who claim to know the truth apart from

God, His Son Jesus and His Word, the Bible.

Go to the source of truth and joy. Don’t let that pure milk of truth be �ltered and watered down. If you get

the �ltered version, just as Dr. Mercola has mentioned hundreds of times in his articles about certain

corrupted foods (oils) and supplements, it will be very bad for you. I suspect he knows this but may be

trying to cast a wide net to get more followers. Be very careful of these types. It’s almost cultic in its

present form and every cult is a lie.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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sst

Thank you Dr Mercola! I am reading your website for almost 25 years now, and cannot thank you enough.

No refund is necessary for my substack account.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

julieq708

Dr Mercola I want to sincerely thank you for empowering your readers and sharing your knowledge and

expertise. About 3 years ago I woke up and read one of your articles while getting ready to go get my �rst

“V” I was one of the �rst allowed because I work in the health care industry and felt so honored. Your

article that morning was about the negative side effects and harmful effects of the shot. because of your

article that morning, I decided to postpone and do more research! Thank you. My gut tells me you

probably saved my life!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

willow1234

This is great news I believe your catalogue of information is the best and most valuable I've read. I look

forward to reading any I missed due to time good luck moving forward.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

binspired2earthlink.net

No refund needed, services have already been rendered. The small quiet nudge we are all equipped with is

the connection tool we are able to use at any time to access Truth and Light, also known as intuition. The

more it is self recognized and utilized, the greater the guidance. So �lled with Joy to see you utilizing this

sacred tool of infused Joy. Namaste friend.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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fromseatoshiningsea

The only refunds needed are from the government, who have managed to extract the joy from our lives, in

every conceivable way, for the last 4-years. Thank-you, Dr. Mercola, for all of your efforts in trying to offset

some of the damage.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Lj42462

Dr. Mercola, my husband found your Website way back in 2016, I believe. As he learned, he shared it with

me, and we transformed our lives and our children's lives. It has been quite the Journey, not always so

easy to accept, but Empowering beyond what I can comprehend some days! We are forever grateful to you

and your Passion for Truth and the desire to share it all. Our little famliy's lives were drastically changed

last year on 3/30/23, when my husband was in a terrible car accident, and suffered a Mild Traumatic Brain

Injury.

I believe with all my Heart that all his Health knowledge he has learned since 2016, Saved his Life and

healed him. Our year continued with devastation after devastation. His Employer, BNSF Terminated him 6

months after the accident, not accepting his Madonnas Dr.s, Full Release. Then on 11/14/23, due to Fraud

our home of 24 years was Sold on an Auction. Joy �lled me and Saved me that day. However, after months

of battling our completely corrupt Courts, 3 weeks ago, several Sheriff's showed up at our door.

25 years in our home, the 4 of us and one Angel of a friend, our cat and dog, were all forced off our

property and locked out of our home. I will never be the same. There is no Justice and hardly any Honor

left. But reading your words this morning, that you want to share Joy, gave me back a Sliver of Light and

Hope, and Joy, in my darkness. Thank You Dr. Mercola, for being Honorable, no matter the cost. I would

Hug you if I could! Judy

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jennifery

I have been saving all your articles. They are ALL so important. I recommend your site to my patients. We

all need to support this great information by buying Mercola products. These articles take a lot of time

and expense to create and maintain. Thank you, Dr. Mercola,

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mcgeehee

Did you win litigation against the FDA’s (frivolous) �ling against you? If so, I’d guess you had to sign some

NDA on conditions of the agreement. Whatever the reason, I’m joyful for you and glad the 1A prevailed  for

now.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

memeKnight1

The debanking of Dr M issue frets me still. I wonder how Chase looks at things now.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

harmonynaturgirl

Good bless you and keep you. Dr Mercola! And thank you! I pray that God will protect you and vindictive

you. Your health advice has helped so many people and in giving joy to others I pray that your life will also

over�ow with joy.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jan8278

Wow. What a beautiful realisation. Out of adversity comes clarity. So pleased you have been following your

call. Be in gratitude for all that has occurred over the past few years as it has brought you to this place

now.  Thank you Mercola and team. Thank you Source.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Rosebud10000

Thanks you Dr. Mercola for giving us the bene�t of your constant evolution. I agree that humanity needs

more joy at this time of great upheaval.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

muslim1

Like everyone else, Thank You Dr Mercola!  Thank you for your dedication and determination, thank you

for empowering us with knowledge, for your life's work, and for helping us to take control of our health!  By

the way, you may be interested in checking out Redacted News by Clayton & Natali Morris - I have often

wished for you to be a guest on there.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MannaFood

I do not want a refund. Such a small price to pay for the knowledge I learn here. God Bless you Joseph

Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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missy.hewitt

I am THRILLED to read this - Thank you, Dr Mercola!  I have been a follower for many years and also a paid

subscriber to the archive. My family and I have bene�tted and made huge leaps in our health by learning

from you and all the information shared.  I tell people this all the time.   When COVID/pandemic hit, we

were prepared and followed your advice and suggestions, read your book - these worked!  It was not a

problem for us nor our kids.  In addition, we are now aware of the propaganda out there, big

pharma/government and have taken a stand in our jobs and with medical (I am a nurse). Over the years,

your books have become staples and resources in our home - and we hope you continue to write new

books.   Thank you for empowering the people!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

redcarousel

Thank you so much. I tried to print or save most of your articles because they are so valuable to our health

but being able to get them by searching on your site is much easier.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sue2613

This is good news. We know that the "war on" has not worked. The war on drugs, the war on crime and so

on. They have all back�red and made things worse. The approach that comes from the heart works

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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PithHelmut

Dr Mercola, this means a lot. I want to thank you for taking this course of action. It really shows the caliber

of man that you are. It's important for information to be free and open so that not only the ones who can

afford information can have it. We must lift all boats and yes that does add to everyone's joy. Much love.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

vingill

Thank you for all your wonderful articles and insights. This announcement comes at a crucial moment in

the war on health and political misinformation. I believe that before the end of 2024 we will be free from

government tyranny. Best wishes to you and all subscribers.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

imaginal110

Wow, so happy for Dr. Mercola and us. We're in a spiritual transformation of astounding scope. It's equal in

its enormousness to the control attempts by the powers that be. That is, it's f*%king unbelievable and

incredibly real. This is a divine process and we're part of it. Woo-hoo!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Jph3463

Dear Dr. Mercola,  I have never written a comment to anyone posting on the internet, but I’m so impressed

with your sel�ess desire to help others �nd joy and health in their lives, I just had to thank you! While so

many others are motivated primarily by money, you, I believe are motivated by a genuine desire to make

the lives of those around happier and healthier, and so, make the world a better place to live.   Sincerely, a

friend

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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pesticides

Thank you Dr Mercola for your persistence, courage, and support. Wishing you joy throughout your life.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jamNjim

This is a welcome change.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dunecat1

Thank you Dr Mercola. That is pretty cool. Kindness Happiness Joy Courage Compassion Health Hope!~!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

RicknRedmond

So happy to see all of it available to anyone who is interested. It's an incredible resource.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ina24275

That is great news. I requested a refund and will donate the amount to my local Animal Shelter.

 Posted On 03/20/2024
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PhotoGirl4.0

This is fabulous news for two reasons! One is that sometimes I missed an article that would have been

really helpful to me and didn't get it downloaded in time! And the second is that while I could download an

article, I couldn't get to the comments. There is some excellent content just from you wonderful

commenters! So super happy! No more Dr. Mercola newletter stress!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

Granny on the warpath

I am so glad because I have seen articles that could help someone I knew and I would send them a

message to "get it quick" before it disappeared. In today's world of expensive and unsafe prescription

drugs, it's nice to know safer remedies and ways to improve and preserve one's health. Thank you Dr.

Mercola for sharing your wisdom with us. My second favorite site is the Children's Health Defense and

their work in exposing the ugliness of most of the vaccines on the market. It's up to us to read and teach

others....

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

ame3843

Well said Granny.there are de�nitely a lot of DANGEROUS drugs that DO NOT ADDRESS THE ROOT

CAUSE! Fill your body with the necessary nutrients will keep us healthy. Thanks to Dr Mercola & his

outstanding team!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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BWGRIFFIN

I am very happy to hear that your articles will now be freely available without time limitations. This, I

believe often would prevent people taking the trouble to look at valuable health material. Your �ne

collation of others research, added to your own prodigious health experience and knowledge, again made

widely available, I am sure, will cost the parasitic suppressors of human empowerment many more billions

in sick care revenue. Not focusing too much on the negative, rather overwhelming evil with good, seems to

be your life approach and I am personally grateful for your fantastic devotion to this axiom, and now,

happy to see it more freely and easily available.

Hopefully the young, who are most in need of this life saving and enhancing knowledge will be to ones to

especially bene�t, with their (hopefully) long lives ahead of them. Educating and empowering parents,

children, and other caregivers, will especially prevent unneeded future suffering including the �nancial

calamity that it ensues. So, thanking you again for all that you do, and will do more powerfully than ever, I

am certain. Arthur

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Erena5

AND JUST LIKE THAT www.youtube.com/watch  WIVAT DR. MERCOLA !

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

epi-cure

Stunning ! Thank You !

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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JAMK

Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

zbadboy72

Thank you for doing this Dr. Mercola. I was disappointed when the access was made limited and had a lot

of negative opinions on the decision, however, you were being attacked, along with other folks in the

dozen, and I understand, as a person who refused to take the clot shot and was suspended from work,

that you just want to lay low. But it looks like people are fed up and if all goes well, November will set

things on a better path. That being said to all people reading this including Dr. Mercola, we were

unprepared for this, let's not be caught with our pants down the next time this happens, because it will

happen again.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

eveningsunrise

Wonderful !! I have been following since early on and the massive wisdom gained from Dr M has not only

helped in my health journey but also prepared me for the COVID Curse. Thank you Dr M for literally putting

your life at risk for the cause of truth.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jer66298

WOW, amazing how OUR journeys are aligned. These times have brought to me spirituality that I

remember from being a small child. WE, are the light. I look forward to continuing to learn from you Dr.

Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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HelenandJohn

I totally agree Dr. M. with your concept of what joy truly means. Happy to see you on this additional path.

Joy is so bound up with kindness and true spiritual love - for life, for mankind. No refund needed. Looking

forward to reading your books.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bai8611

Thank you soo much ! I’ve been waiting to be able to get the content available. I am a senior with limited

income, and this is awesome !

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ab70bandit

Thank you Dr. M...it is a gift to be able to search topics from a trusted source, and to be able to do it for

free sure brings me joy

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Hopedog

Sounds like an interest in ACIM (A Course in Miracles) book published in 1976...I remember reading in an

interview of Dr. Mercola that he mentioned the book: Disappearance of the Universe which was a

chanelled book helping explain ACIM which is quite di�cult to read and understand. One of the main

teachings is to follow inner guidance that we receive from spirit and feeling joy is a sign of being on the

right path. Thanks, Dr. Mercola

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Uncle.Fester

Joy to the world, All the boys and girls, Joy to the �shes in the deep blue sea, Joy to you and me.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Kelpticgoddess

Dr. Mercola! U r the BEST! Love U! I have been reading U for a very long time and see that we are evolving

together in our pursuit of knowledge! Thanks for EVERYTHING U do for our health!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

�re�y57

Thank you so much for making your articles free again! One of the most life changing articles for me has

been the one about low oxalate eating. Because of your article, I got the book, "Toxic Superfoods" by Sally

K. Norton. Most of the symptoms I have had are from eating high oxalate foods. Simple changes in the

selection of foods I considered healthy, aka fad foods, has made a big difference in the symptoms I was

experiencing, such as skin rash, arthritis, urinary frequency, numbness and tingling, tooth breakage, and

more. This is more of a life change than a simple �x.   Also, I hope people or groups of people will begin to

bring lawsuits against the media juggernaut for their deception and lies, and hiding the truth, in order to

take them down.  Thank you again for making your articles available for free!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

katyata

Thank you kindly for all you do. We do not have access to many real doctors any more. You are a blessing

and a light at the end of the tunnel.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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mkhart

Reaching more people and being able to share your articles is a win for those who drive their own health

bus’. I have been happy to pay a fee for my subscription. No refund necessary.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lizhoffmaster

I have been wondering when, and if this shift might occur in this space. Out with the head and in with the

heart. Not that we don't take care of our bodies and our choices from the material physical world but it can

come from a place of respect, love and joy rather than fear. Drumroll for Dr Mercola and some new people

to talk to...... Michael Beckwith, Joe Dispenza, Eckhart Tolle, Bruce Lipton, Byron Katie and, and, and......

This is a very exciting time.....

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

joeanddonna

You "know me" Dr. Mercola so I won't be redundant and speak to how much your guidance has helped me

over the years, even saved my life. I don't need a substack refund; it was money well spent given I will

seek your guidance until the day I leave this earth. Now I can share your articles again! Just keep teaching

us, Dr. Mercola, as teaching is your truest calling and gift to all. And please do it like you used to do (no

disrespect intended), in simple and understandable terms, article by article, until we fully understand and

are thus empowered to make mindful decisions on our own behalf. Thank you for everything and for

demonstrating the profound joy that can be found when one opens the mind to mental, physical,

emotional, and spiritual growth and development. It truly is one way to make this world a better place. You

are loved, Dr. Mercola, and your legacy will live on.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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BrianBinder

Dr. Mercola, I have great respect for the hard work that you've done over the decades to show people

(primarily) the correct way to maintain optimal PHYSICAL health. And, I'll be the �rst to say that

SPIRITUAL health, in comparison, is far more important in the big picture. BUT... there are already exist

online many voices focusing primarily on spiritual health. What makes your website so valuable (IMO) is

that it's [almost] the only one that isn't sold out to the big Pharma methodology. Thus, I'm hoping that your

future content will STILL INCLUDE a signi�cant percentage of purely PHYSICAL health information to go

along with your new-found spiritual content? Hoping this is the case??? Thank you!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ter4235

I subscribed and also downloaded most as pdf! You never know when you’ll need the info! Thanks for all

the great knowledge you’ve shared!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pea7228

If humility, generosity, and passion for learning are hallmarks of happiness, Dr. Mercola must be a very

happy man indeed! Thank you, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bobby9

Thank you, we are all riding the same train....

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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lyn91580

What a beacon of light you have been for so many traveling through these dark times. Your courage

through adversity has been an inspiration for so many of us. We are rounding a corner now, and you again

are signaling that peek. Joy is the essence of who we are. I am thrilled to see this turning. Truth and love

prevail. www.awakeningplanet.com

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

chr2691

Over the past 8 years or so, I have discovered that allowing and loving all emotions, especially the "bad"

ones that I suppressed has helped me to reach peace. As I allow emotions and old, untrue beliefs, I see

them and can let them go. I am very happy to be on this journey of health and joy with you, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

servingthrupt

WHOOP WHOOP, praise God & Thank you Dr. Mercola!!! Be blessed, as you continue to bless others.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

moxa1man

Great news and many thanks. The most valuable and practical advice from you has been your knowledge

and experience with the use of dilute food grade hydrogen peroxide in a nebulizer. I would have never been

exposed to such a simple and safe way of pathogen elimination without your published knowledge and

information. Truly a revolutionary technique that can free us from the reliance on toxic and ineffectual

drugs for respiratory disorders and beyond. That info alone is worth its weight in gold. Thanks again for all

of your articles thru the years and may they continue to spread health, happiness and freedom for all.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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aeoadvocate

I'm a pediatric nurse and my family/friends often come to me with health questions. I would always go to

your library as my �rst source when it was easily accessible. I'd become soured with allopathic medicine

and turned towards alternative medicine �ve years before retiring from a children's hospital. Then it

became di�cult to �nd your information even though I subscribed. I'm really happy your free library is

back. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kathrynvaliquette

I am so happy to hear this AND that you will now include our divine intuition. Thank you! I've followed you

for years. Your posts are very important to me.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bkt

This great news! I've been reading your newsletters 15+ years and I've learned so much here. One thing

that has helped me signi�cantly is getting constitutional care with an experienced certi�ed classical

homeopath. I would like to see you write more about this healing modality, also suppressed by Rockefeller

medicine long ago. Thank you, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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samwoo

What a brilliant idea. People do need empowering to make their own health decisions. I have said to family

members vitamin suggestions that I know would help their condition but they don’t take action, it has

become one of my main frustrations and confusions that it doesn’t matter what evidence I provide they

think only their doctor can help their health, yet their doctor would not know the natural food and

supplement based way. Joy to Dr Mercola and you all

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MarKe

I agree with the outcome, bravo, Dr. Mercola! However, the reason for the move to Substack has not

disappeared, has it? Perhaps Dr. Mercola should leave his Substack account intact, just in case, for all our

sakes. I would not want his articles to disappear, once again.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cow5815

I imagine, Dr Mercola, that you will write about the story Dr Malone reported today regarding Stripe

and Substack demanding �nancial details from authors, thus furthering the threat of a social credit

system. Perhaps it won't apply to you but the larger question that looms is whether Substack will be

diminished by this. Dr Malone writes, “Financial privacy is a right under the constitution, as is free

speech. Under the guise of “credit review”, Stripe is now rolling out a requirement that appears to

target conservative or 'anti-vax' Substack authors.” Looking forward to further info on that.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Singnski

I am overjoyed to see this announcement. I frequently used your website to research health-related

information and now I can do that again. Among many of my close friends, your in�uence on their health

has been profound. Thank you for standing up to those not acting in our best interests. You have already

creased my joy.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pmu3363

Dr Mercola, In April 2022 I started selecting and saving PDF copies of your regular publications that were

of interest to me. To date (March 2024) I have 129 documents in my computer's Mercola folder. I welcome

your realisation of the absolute need for free and unrestricted access to your valuable work. Your decision

brings me joy :-) Philip

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kas7964

Same here! I also have printed the essential ones! I will keep on doing it!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

PhotoGirl4.0

Me too!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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idruid

Yes, I think I see where you are going. Brilliant, absolutely brilliant.

 Posted On 03/17/2024

 

purpler

Thank you Joseph. You inspire me, as I’m writing 3 books, and feel challenged. So I’ll remind myself that

you’re writing 12, and realize I can get it done. I look forward to this next chapter you’ve described on

joy/purpose. Very timely for me and I’m sure I speak for many, when I say thank you for your generosity

and vision to open up your content freely once more. Best wishes and blessings to you.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

workoutfreak

This is wonderful news!

 Posted On 03/22/2024

 

zuuzu

You made it! You have got to be proud of that!!! Congrats! You never let them beat you. Thank you for

everything you do for humanity. Sincerely.

 Posted On 03/22/2024
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Clh8735

Thank you Dr. Mercola! You were my �rst encounter to a better choice for health! Your probiotic served me

well and respect and love your awesome health information! So appreciate your due diligence to give the

public the truths. your compassion to offer healthy recommendations..you are truly a godsend! Thank you

from a dedicated follower!

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

HumaneEccentric

Oh man, am I ever so thankful!!! This is the best news I've heard since 2020! I love the idea of helping us

toward joy and including all the ways we can achieve it. I have been having a really tough time lately. My

severe intolerance to injustice has been taking hold of me this past week and it's got me so stressy that

my eye has started twitching like in the cartoons. Seriously, Doc, this news has come at a really needed

time for me. Well, for all of us. So, thank you! Big hugs to you and all those helping you and to your close

ones. Meditation and being connected to nature has always worked for me - but the last three and a half

years have just been so unbelievably unbearable. I swear, if the current administration stays in the House

in November, I just might lose my grip and retreat all together. :(

 Posted On 03/21/2024

 

jlarandeau

Thanks Dr Mercola.

 Posted On 03/21/2024
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commpropnetactive.co.za

I am so happy you have made it easier to read all your articles again. I have followed you since 2013, and

when BIg Pharma/Gates et al blasted you, (in the "Top 12" miscreants!!!) I have encouraged all my friends

to begin following you, and many have. So, BPG's criminal behaviour back�red .... I am in awe of all the

research you do, and how willing you are to change your views according to new information. You are my

guru, and I ask God to protect you in all that you do. THANK YOU!!! xxxx Muriel

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

barnatt123

Wow - sounds like you made it to the other side of the dark night of the soul. I love it! Doesn't it feel like

this is a time of awakening? Like a divine light has turned on and shown us the truth - and while the truth

is shocking, now a great healing can �nally take place - physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.

There is great empowerment in �nally seeing the truth. You can't leave the prison if you don't see you're in

one. It does no good to despair. It's time to bring in joy and love and a space for healing. Now that we can

see how we've been manipulated we can �nally take control of ourselves and help co-create a better

existence. I think love/good always wins in the end - we wouldn't have it any other way!

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

Lucia7

Yay! This is so great! Praise God! What a blessing you are, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

pasquale1

Excellent, availability of the search engine again will saves lives alone! Joy to the world!

 Posted On 03/20/2024
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cello55

I just happened to be listening to Ram Dass (https://youtu.be/KL7Xuq_K2a4  ) when I found this

announcement. There are no coincidences, there is only One, but 50% of time we're in or out and back and

forth. Joy Is and we have that choice. Isn't that a miracle?

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

whitetrillium2

Thank you so much for making your content free again. Truly appreciated!

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

paulinesmoothie

AMAZING - MERCI! MERCI! MERCI ! Your sincerity has shone through - so many problems faced and

overcome - and from here trying to access the library had become so complicated ( not your fault!!!) i

abandonned so reluctantly my efforts to stay subscribed and raced to beat the clock every 48hours - not

to mention the sense of 'loss' for all that fantastic information that i could not access ; welcome back - its

like a family homecoming ! your words over all these years have been like gold dust - thankyou so much

for all that you have done - on our behalf !

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

Jackymf

Thank you, Dr M for your incredible generosity to the human race. I found you during Covid and

immediately recognised the voice of truth. You are the one deserving of the title World's Greatest Doctor,

and not that charlatan (BG) who received it a few years ago!

 Posted On 03/20/2024
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weareone1

"So do not seek ful�llment through material mediums, or through desires born of such contact. Seek the

unconditioned, indestructible pure Bliss within yourself, and you will have found the ever-existing, ever-

conscious, ever-new Joy - God. Unlike material pleasures, this joy is not an abstract quality of mind; it is

the conscious, self-born, self-expressing quality of Spirit. Seek it and be comforted forever.

~Paramahansa Yogananda “From Joy we have come, in Joy we live and have our being, and in that sacred

Joy we will one day melt again.” ~Taittiriya Upanishad 3-6-1

 Posted On 03/20/2024

 

ame3843

This is Very Exciting news. I’m a huge fan of EVERY Dr Mercola articles. I read them EVERYDAY & I save all

for future references & I shared with friends & families. Thank you, thank you, thank you Dr Mercola for

being a champion and saving lives & giving outstanding health information. I loved your vitamins, as they

are the best supplements on the planet!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

sonny08

Your decision Doc will save alot of lives and provide stress free environments for families World Wide -

Appreciate You Man!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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ScanKat

Great news on a great day. Congratulations for getting your messages back out there for Free. I have

leaned so much over the years and my health is all the better for it. Turning 60 this year and happy to

continue this journey with your interesting and helpful articles and striving for good health away from the

mainstream.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

mariposaqbana

Dear Dr. Mercola: I can't express enough my admiration for you throughout the quarter of century That I

have been following your articles. I am turning tomorrow in a 76-Year-old Senior not taking any

medications for anything but vitamins and supplements that you have recommended throughout the

years, and I follow religiously. So, I couldn't hope for a better present for my birthday than the today news

of to continue enjoying your articles for free during my other quarter of century God Permit!!! In my other

life back home, Cuba, I was a Dentist/ Orthodontist trained also in Orthognathic Surgery working in a

hospital in Havana, but changing all of that for my daughter's freedom and my own wasn't easy in Canada

with another language and weather, but very rewarding since I was exposed to Nutrition �rst time in my

life teaching in College a Dental Hygiene Program and the rest is history!

Today, and thanks to that new knowledge that I acquired then, I am able to grow my high interest on

metabolic process and the biochemistry behind all of them and the relationship of a whole nutrition, a

healthy mouth and healthy body.

In short, I also want to express my gratitude for all I have learned in the last 25 years studying your

articles, saving them during the cyberattacks to your site and best of all my family and I following your

advises about the Pandemic!!! God bless you and give you so many more years in health and joy to share

with us together with families and staff to keep the good work supporting your amazing job!!! All our

respect and admiration for you Dr Mercola from the bottom of our hearts. From my family and I the

BIGEST THANKS and HUG!!!!!!! Aurora Almeida and Family

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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kkc1234

I am profoundly touched by this article. So inspiring to see Dr Mercola encouraging everyone to ascend

from the paradigm of fear, power over and dominance to joy, equanimity, and self sovereignty. This article

has �lled me with the deepest feelings of gratitude, respect, admiration and JOY! May God bless you Dr

Mercola!!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

Bumble01

This is exciting to read and seems like such a natural progression for Dr Mercola to direct his energies

towards. It has likely been a goal of the corrupt institutions and 'powers that be' to sever the link people

should have to their inner spirit so they become disconnected and more easily manipulated. If the root

cause of so many illnesses is poor nutrition, then the root-root cause beneath all of that (like the article

says) is likely a lack of connection to our spirit which could empower us to make better decisions and be

stronger people. I applaud Dr Mercola for this as I know a lot of people are highly developed and have got

things together (and I have so much respect for those that do), but some of us struggle with things so I

very much look forward to learning from Dr Mercola's perspectives on these topics.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

bet6559

Dr. Mercola and team, I wish you success in your new journey, you have truly surprised everyone, your

ethical stance and your commitment to the truth and people's well-being has been a differentiator in your

career. You are making a difference in the world, how many people have bene�ted from your personal

testimony and your guidance, always balanced and based on serious research. I live in the capital of

Brazil, in Braslia, and I am often promoting your name and your reliable products on mercola.com to my

family and friends. I will continue to follow you on your new journey, I ask you to translate your books into

Brazilian Portuguese, you have many admirers here. Success to you and the team. Grateful Gilberto P.

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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ono4884

Congratulations.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

gisela85

Please use any funds I have for your articles on substack subscription for any purpose you deem will

provide joy. I am enthusiastic about your upcoming writings/books> I am thankful for your courage to

follow your channel. So many to light our paths. Cayce,, Seth,  Kryon. Blessings and Love to you.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

ktloving

Thank you, Doctor! I appreciate all your hard work and sending us such valuable information on so many

topics!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

tal5236

Thank  You. Christ within

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

lin7349

Dr. Mercola! You have heart - I trust you, so this is great news! Thank you!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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Tanglia

Thank you for having your articles available inde�nitely on your website! I'm eternally grateful to you and

to all of your readers and all of the information and feedback they contrbiute as well. In my life, it's a lonely

journey as the vast majority of my family have become allopathic doctors and refuse to listen to anything I

have shared from your website or similar websites. My mother's outlook has changed a little because of

help from your magnesium pills as well as information from her friends who practice/use Traditional

Chinese Medicine. While my journey to better health is a long one (nothing serious, thank goodness), it's

nice to know I have support here from you and your readers. As some readers have expressed, no refund

necessary.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

DotsiA

Thank you, Dr. Mercola. You are a truly good man!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

Lisarose50

This is great news! I've been following Dr. Mercola for years now. He sent me a 'friend request' on

MySpace back in 2000 and I thought, 'uh ok... who is this'... I saw it was a Dr. and he had some very

interesting things to say the causes of cancer on his page and I was intrigued. I was in my �edgling years

learning about holistic health and he had alot to say about it.  I've been a fan ever since then! Thanks Dr.

Mercola!

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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phillips2

I used to live in Orlando Florida and it is there that I discover your life saving site. Thank you for all those

health advices. We now live in Belgium and because of high Vat taxes I am not able to order as I used to

do in Florida. Happy that things are getting better as far as the freedom to publish your precious

informations. Sincerely Phillips Francoise

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

kurlikew

Congrats on this great news, Dr. M!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

ldm27325

This is such excellent, and may I say joyful news! My husband and I are nearing retirement, and �nances

didn’t allow us to have a paid subscription. I have really missed having access to all of Dr. Mercola’s

excellent information, so now I’ll be busy catching up on some of the articles I missed! Thank you for

being a voice of reason and wisdom in an increasingly complex and disturbing world.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

sno26613

Dr. Mercola, Thanks for all you do.  I just �nished binge watching Ray Pete, Georgi, and yourself, talking

about so many things medical that matter. And so much of it in plain speaking language. It's a joy to know

there are people like you in the world.  Best wishes,  Steven

 Posted On 03/19/2024
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AnnJackson1

Dr Mercola has been an example of strength and love to all of us who are desperately needing guidance

involving health issues. The fact that he stood strong against the forces against him in order to convey the

truth to us con�rms his great care and concern for his readers. I can not thank you enough for all that you

have done for us. You have truly been an example and blessing to all of us!

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

pinkbutter�y1

That is great news! I just subscribed recently so I will look forward to getting a refund! Thank you Dr.

Mercola for the many years of having access to your wealth of information. You have helped me and my

family more than you can ever know! I just want to thank you! Norene M.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lcj4798

I am so happy for the change because I am a person that really don't believe in prescription drugs I know

sometimes they do save you in a critical moment but to take one consistently I have a problem with that

so I am so happy that I can read and learn about how to take care of my health myself I do be in doubt

about certain supplements I take, how to take them because the instructions are not straightforward.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bpm4539

Awesome news. Thank you doc.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Sch1384

Very exciting!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LoriSmi

Besides the fact that I will get to read the articles now, I am also glad because when I would open up a

restricted email the graphics would make me feel dizzy. I had no way of knowing which would be

restricted and so it was bizarre to have that awful bright and crazy warning about being restricted pop up,

and I'd close it as fast as possible. I was becoming gun shy about opening up emails from Dr. Mercola

because of this.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bja6278

You are always ahead of the population, and again I salute your position and support you fully. You are

right we need to take control of our power and Joy is a huge catalyst and will bring light to the dark side

we are dealing with.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LydiaJean

Thanks so much! No refund will be requested from Substack! As I recall, wasn’t all of those funds donated

anyway. I’ve followed Dr. M. almost since the beginning. I have learned so much that has made my life

better.  Also, I’m looking forward, when reading the older articles, to seeing the comments by our beloved

Stanley Becker again! I missed his comments, which would have been abundant, during the COVID

debacle! He would have had so much additional wisdom to add to the articles during those hard days!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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kriskat

If youtube continues to give you problems, you should just switch to Rumble. They don't block or remove

videos. Very happy for the news and your upcoming books.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

periwinkle2

I'm following you since the very beginning of your practice. Your health information helped me to make

decisions and overcome several di�cult issues, when there was no one else to give ideas, advice,

answers. I very much value your investigating, learning, writing down and sharing what you found, and

especially your openness and honesty admitting that sometimes you made the wrong decisions and are

now advising differently. To now let the natural power of JOY be part of healing, makes me very curious as

to what deep inner process your went through. Feeling joy in our lives, our natural response to being alive

and enjoying the moment, will raise our energy and power to heal, and the energy vibrations on the planet.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

robbie2u

As Cliffe Knechtle puts it “I’m just a beggar telling other beggars where to �nd food” or in this case health

and I know that Cliffe puts no faith in chance or to gamble unwisely. Please note going forwards the

savings to the health care system because of this.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Marago

Dr. Mercola, this song came to my mind when I read today’s article about your new endeavors. Below is

the chorus to “These Days” by Singer/Songwriter Jeremy Camp “I believe that you and I Are in the right

place, at the right time God called us by name And He doesn’t make mistakes I know we were born to

shine bright In a dark world that needed some light Don’t have to be afraid Maybe we were made for these

days Maybe we were made for these days” God’s timing is perfect. God bless you, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tessat

I am smiling from ear to ear. I'm �lled with joy and happiness. This is such good news. I just pray that so

many more around the World will �nd this website and learn about health. Thank you to Dr. Mercola for all

he has done for us over the years. I worked for a medical Dr. who's thoughts were lets �nd a way to solve

the problem rather than putting a band aid on it with medication. Plus my paternal grandfather was all into

Natural health and I had a maternal great grandfather physician and two great uncles that were

Naturopaths. But I have learned a mountain of info from Dr. Mercola and am passing it on to my own

children. Thank you again Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

supertere

woww great!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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bmg6515

I suppose this is about Stripe/Substack demanding �nancial account details from authors. Maybe Dr.

Mercola received a letter from Stripe demanding to link his bank account to his Stripe account. This

apparently happened to Dr. Malone. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/stripe-substack-demand-�nancial?

utm_source=..

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

plstewart20gmail.com

Absolutely fantastic! THIS decision and new way is already making me joyful! :)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jintampa1

Thank you Dr Mercola and God bless you as always! Please just put my refund on my account for future

purchases.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

carson24

Such great news!!! Thank you so much!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Cowpappy

Thanks Doc you are an inspiration.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

relios19

Dear Doctor M- Thankyou for the exciting news. Looking very forward to your articles emphasizing joy. It's

been a crappy year for me so far- but you have made my whole week with this news. God bless you and

keep you safe. God bless this incredible community as well. I look forward to reading the articles and

comments every evening when the day is done. You bring me joy:)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sus797947

Thank you. I’m sorry you had the need to have subscribers (and I’m grateful you no longer have to).  I

always appreciate reading your articles.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

andreagaines_203

Wow, thank u! You've changed. Less push, have to, should....more joy! Thanks for modeling, staying open

and modeling we can change our thinking as we grow and age! You're the best!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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ByHerLone

Thank you so much Doc! Your info has been a lifeline for me for a number of years. You have helped me

manage several health issues and navigate the insanity of the past few years. I’ve also learned much from

the community posting comments and links. I’m not sure how well I would have handled these past few

years without it. Thank you for everything!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

glennwarren

As I have said many times over the years, Mercola is perfect and a hero. Much gratitude. I would not think

of requesting a refund; the information and his charter has been priceless.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

doubly.blessed

Oh happy days!!!  Welcome back Dr. Mercola. www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?

q=Kahlil%20Gibran%20on%20jo..  Shalom from CA

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Mercygrac

Hi Dr. Mercola, I'm so excited about your new program. Wishing you joy on the journey of health. Lots of

love. Big fan for 30 plus years.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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boodles

Fantastic news!!! Thank you. Woohoo!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Saffy123

That's great news! Thank you so much Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

anthony.aaron47

Thank you 10,000 times, Dr Mercola I've missed so much of your content -- I just can't afford to pay for the

subscriptions to any of the sites I truly want to read. Ciao.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Marklea

This is good news! I've been downloading most every article to my desktop. The information is valuable

for forwarding to friends. There has been times where I haven't been home to read or download the your

articles before they are "archived".  Expect a donation at some point, thanks again

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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TheOrage

Wonderful news Dr M. I missed so many good articles because I was too busy to get to them before they

expired. God has "blessed" you with the ability to recognize good knowledge, the wisdom to question it

when needed and the heart to be fair in all your business dealings. Thank you again for all you do.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Dailyuser

This is my �rst time posting and I’m SOOO excited to read this exciting news today! I have been reading

daily how to stay HEALTHY and give the credit to DR. Mercola for all the GOOD advice he shares with his

readers! THANK YOU!!! I have been getting your daily letters for MANY years and this one I was really

touched and wanted to express my SINCERE appreciation for all you do for me and others!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Lucky7.

Fantastic news! Most exciting proclamation! Doc’s site is my best source for truth. Thank you for the great

leadership (the last four years especially.)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

getsmarts

Blessings, and Thank you, Dr. Mercola!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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RichJedi

That's AWESOME NEWS! my own journey into Chinese medicine, nutrition, meditation, chi-gung, �tness

and all aspects of natural health and healing 42 years ago, back when people would take 2 steps away

from you if you told them you believed in herbs and natural cures inner drugs and surgery, led me to help

scores of people in person before the Internet to writing articles & blogs for Natural News, to my own

website, teaching in person, creating my health and �tness video and more. I found Mercola back in 2006

and both site & Natural News have further expanded my own knowledge gained from scores of books,

what I was taught by my old school gungfu masters, other like minded people and much more.

Thanks for your decades of efforts, fantastic articles and information to help relieve suffering and misery

that the EVIL of Rockefeller medicine has in�icted & continues to in�ict upon a SADLY DECEIVED WORLD,

most of whom are WILLINGLY deceived & don't WANT to learn truth but prefer to rely on doctors & drugs, a

psychological truth that continually blows my mind! The Bible called such deception at the end being led

by Pharmakia (sorcery Rev 18.23) Sadly the great majority of people don't want truth but comfortable lies

which the Bible predicted would be a major characteristic of end time humans.

But as we know, you can lead a horse to water but... Well you know the rest. Fortunately the COVID plan-

demic has a Woken up MILLIONS of people to the lies of Fauci, big Pharma and made millions of people

realize that Alex Jones decades is warning about planned pandemics, police State shutdowns etc all were

correct.. But that was JUST a Live Exercise as Mike Pompeo said live in AIR in a news conference in Feb

2020. It's great that your information will once again be available to all and archived at well. Thanks for the

refund to lol. rumble.com/vfnlnb-rockefeller-how-one-man-took-down-america-and-controls-medicine-

and-media.html

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

shawnamcb

Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Bunny3

This is great news. Usually, I was able to read or download an article in time before it was taken down, but

so many times I was too busy and missed them. Plus, when I posted a comment with a general question,

commenters may not have been able to respond before the 48 hour limit. A lot of valuable information

may have been lost because of this restriction. Finally, when I shared the articles by email, many times

friends would tell me that they couldn't access it because it had already been taken down. So I stopped

sending them, which was unfortunate. I'm very happy that I can now share these important articles with

friends.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

wil4821

Thank you so much for opening your archives once again to the public - it has been missed! I hope one

day you will incorporate AI into your vast library to zero in on instant solutions to so many ailments and

the many diseases from modern day chemical poisonings and processed food, and the lack of affordable

organics for the masses. And thank you for all your effort and life altering and yes- life saving data you

have shared with us sir. Your work on our behalf has helped millions to stay healthy and recover from

disease by focusing on the cause and prevention utilizing education.

Thank you for the high quality and veri�ed processes and ingredients inside all your products as a result

of your personal due diligence in veri�cation of ingredients and the best manufacturing process, resulting

in second to none - high quality products and at affordable to the public pricing. You have single handedly

crushed big pharma corruption and also helped many vaxed and non vaxed deal with purging or

preventing with the covid crisis. Much respect and my best regards to you DR. Mercola, you are a god

send.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Ambereyes

Excellent! Great news!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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kaca101

Hooray! I have been following you since the early 90s and have always been impressed with the amount of

research and outreach/collaboration with other medical & nutritional experts who support your health

newsletters and products. It gives me total con�dence in your advice and products. I also love the fact

that you practice what you preach and readily change course on a position when new information

emerges. Here's to continued good health and wellness.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Nugrape

Thank you, Dr. Mercola! I've been reading your posts for years and I've bene�ted so much from the

knowledge you have shared. I can't afford more subscription fees and am so glad to know that you are

making your newsletters available for longer than 48 hours. Sometimes I can't catch them before they are

taken down. God bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

spearsdr143

Dr. Mercola: I have been one of your followers since 2008, and have always appreciated your

knowledgeable medical advice and information. As a biomedical engineer I have always been interested in

new and true medical news / information, but especially since the p!landemic. Thank you so much for your

helpful information. I will always be a supporter and follower. Please keep it coming. May God bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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katrena

This is great news!! Thank you, Dr Mercola!! ~~Katrena Smith

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

aneleaa

FANTASTIC NEWS! God bless you Dr Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mar10214

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I have been looking for true health since I was 16. I became a chiropractor to

practice natural health care and practiced for over two decades. I have never received such bene�ts as I

have with your knowledge and products. Best wishes, Margareta.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Vivtphillips

This is such great news, I am so happy to be able to access your amazing information again.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

johnpage

Been of the light myself for years its good to see it now coming out in mainstream media if you could call

dr mercola mainstream media but you get my point. a good day and a bright future for all.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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wor9463

Wonderful news, Dr. M.  Will keep praying for you that you go even further and discover the true source of

joy and the creator of that Spirit of which you refer.  :)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Dang.Tired

Dr. Mercola: I read your articles (and all the comments) thoroughly though I myself am not a commenter.

But I just HAD to comment on this article... THANK YOU, Dr. Mercola for this amazing and generous gif to

all of us. I was never able to do the subscription service and I know I some timely and wonderful content

that likely could have helped me in many ways. Your sincere love for people, and your desire to help them

be truly healthy and happy has never been more obvious than with this announcement. Thank you, thank

you - from the bottom of my heart.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

boxerdogofmine

Thank you! Sometimes I could read an article for a few days. I would go back and it was gone

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Joh7924

Joe, while we all admire your superhuman brain, we also know you are only a man. Many of us were

worried that you would crack and/or become seriously damaged by the massive weight of the powerful

and misguided forces acting against you during covid days. You took a licking but kept on ticking and

apparently, the 'spirit' is in you and acting on you and guiding you to this new chapter! You are 'entheos', as

the ancient greeks used to say. Thank you for all you have done. We all wish you health, inspiration,

enthusiasm and joy now and in the future.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sunfellow

Thank you!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mik5879

Awesome

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cyranodusa

Whenever I remember, I try to post links to Mercola on Twitter, but this is still the message I get: "We can't

complete this request because this link has been identi�ed by X or our partners as being potentially

harmful. Visit our Help Center to learn more."  I'm going to think that there isn't a problem with the Mercola

site, but with X's resident censors still squelching free exchange of ideas.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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myjennysisland

Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lsuzuki

YAY! And thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

encore21

Dr Mercola: I have been reading your newsletter for the last 23 years. It has essential impartial health

information. No refund necessary for me. Thank you so much. Merci beaucoup.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sus1442

This is the BEST NEWS!!!! I am so happy to read we will have access to Dr. Mercola's information again. I

can't say THANK YOU enough!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sus1442

This is the BEST NEWS!!! We can have all of Dr. Mercola's information again! I can't say THANK YOU

enough!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jan6757

That’s great news. Thank you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

rmauriello

Great news

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

spycyv

Dr Mercola you have been a tremendous help to educate me and my family on taking control of our health

and understand how! May God bless you and your loved ones for your courage to stand the censorship

and attacks! The pharma doesn't want us healthy, want us sick clients! Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

wcooper

Yeah!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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YujuKwong

I have been following you since before the pandemic and wondering if and when you would make a

connection to spirit. This annoucement gives me great joy and �lls me with so much gratitude to know

that I was following an expert with so much humility and authenticity and integrity. Thank-you for all you

do and give to humanity! Peace and Joy to you good doctor!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Ros8086

Dr. Mercola, your articles are always amazing so this is great news! I am a regular purchaser of many of

your health products and they are all superb as well! You have been a hero for truth. Thank you and God

bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cow5815

Marvelous news, Dr M! I believe in silver linings, and this appears to be a big shiny one after all your

struggles. I'm among the many who consider you to be a hero.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dgrcarlin

I am gratefully receiving the JOY...and loving that we can access the articles now!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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MiketheAngel

Awesome news! A hugely bene�cial resource available again for all. Joy? Yes.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

grits1

So very grateful to you Dr. Mercola! I'm hoping that the rebuke from the courts about government

censorship against citizens exercising their rights to free speech gave you a smidge of con�dence that

the pendulum is swinging from the far, far left back into the middle. You have many followers that respect

and admire your commitment to honesty and integrity and the pursuit of truth. Kudos!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

KCWebster

Thankyou Dr. Mercola! Always on par, you have proven your genuine care for all, over and over throughout

the years! It will be great to be able to search your immensely valuable articles topically, again, which will

de�nitely make it far easier to do research for self and for others less willing to do so on their own, as

needs arise. I have also referred countless folks to your website and newsletter over the years, hoping to

help them become more savvy by tapping your wonderful resources, and this recent period of lack of

topical searchability (without joining your Substack) has always been a limitation for what they would

achieve in taking charge of their health. It will be so wonderfully empowering for them, to now be able to

�nd a search tool on your site, as in the past. Thankyou and God Bless You!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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lightlink33

Such uplifting, wonderful, appreciated news, Dr. Mercola! We are indeed seeing a new path forward and

off we go!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Greebo

THANK YOU Dr. Mercola! Some of us are on very limited budgets through no fault of our own & sharing

your information with others could not always be done in a timely manner & was often unsuccessful. Also

it appears to me, from what Dr, Monroe recently wrote, that substack has been hijacked to be used to

control who & what is posted there, in order to censor information to the public, as well as the exchange of

ideas & discoveries. We desperately need other platforms for important information exchange. Those

platforms will be subject to attacks as long as we allow these enemies of our Nation, & its citizens, power

in our society. Please take care.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Virg33u

Not only an intelligent man, but a wise man as well. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ShininLight

Wow, your new vision is amazing Dr. Mercola and staff! Joy overrides fear and is an unstoppable force,

especially when it is empowered by millions of people. I am so happy and grateful that you are blasting

out of the energy of the evil forces. This feels so refreshing and will be a catalyst for many other people to

take action in this direction. Thank you so much for being a strong leader and helping create a new world.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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lctrailer

I love that you have decided to allow your articles to be open to all again. You and those you interview

provide such a wealth of information that can, does, and will have such a huge impact on a person’s

health. Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

CathyChessie

Thank you Dr. M for again putting your articles in a free space! Subscription prices are really what's

breaking the middle class right now! $9.99 for a Substack subscription just to get real world and medical

news (and non-establishment opinions) is just not affordable for most people. That pricing is elitist,

ridiculous and greedy and is ensuring that the 99% continue to be fed State run propaganda. Also, when

you put your knowledge out there for free (or affordable), people feel more con�dent that your goal is in

helping others and raising the enlightenment of the world :0).

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Adolf Borysko

Dear Dr Mercola. Thank you for your work to save humans. You are an exeptional man to stand up against

the Cabal of Liars and Murderes. I see millions to join you in your Quest. The only way is, to return to the

Constution,the Bill of Rigth, Constitution Law and the Republic; under a temporary Military Government. If

you have any questions, contact me, you have my E mail.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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adb3947

Thank you Dr. Mercola! You are a man of integrity & wisdom. I have followed you for years & your

expertise has helped me with my health struggles. May God keep you safe & healthy to continue your

wonderful works!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Omi2be

good news indeed Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

car7551

Thank you soooo much...I follow you and tell others about you too. Thank you for having your vision and

being brave. May you receive divine inspiration and protection.  Love, Carol

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LouisePannell

I really like the good news about the direction this newsletter is taking. This is the type of message that

needs to be sent out. With your large subscriber base, this is the perfect vehicle for this. It sounds as if

you've been reading Neale Donald Walsh! Perhaps not. There are many books about our free choice and

taking control of one's own life. I've been a subscriber for a long time and �nd great bene�t - and yes, joy,

in reading your articles.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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lynabdogmail.com

It is wonderful that you have discovered the importance of joy/happiness. Your information has been

stellar, but yes attitude is another essential component of great health. Bless your wonderful work! Keep it

up!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kun1716

This is really great!! I’ve been saving articles for a while now. I have my own Mercola archive! I am grateful

to have full access to all of your great articles though!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jul6010

Love this! It's always a disappointment when you go to click on an article and �nd that it is no longer

available, so I'm grateful for the expanded access to the wealth of knowledge that Dr. Mercola shares with

the world. Also love his new focus on joy! Couldn't agree more.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jun7037

I am so happy that you are changing the way we can access your newsletters/posts. I �nd so many of

them informative and helpful for not only my decision making but I pass many of them onto my family and

friends to help them too. Thank you for the time and care you take to bring these subject matters to us.

Blessings, Janet Murphy

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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RaymaKimball

Thank you for all the knowledge you share with us, we have learned so much from following you. So glad

you decided to make everything you write available to us. Sound's like you found God's joy! It is the key to

life as my Pastor Rodney Howard Brown has taught me

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pot25170

Great news! I read many of your articles and download or print those I'm afraid never to see again. Now I

can have access to them all. Looking forward to your new perspective ... we all need joy in these di�cult

times.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

gal1777

MERCI M. Mercola! De cette faon, il sera beaucoup plus facile de ne pas manquer un article.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

marypat�tz

Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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PattiDH

Hi Dr. Joe. Thanks so much for the good news that your articles will be able to be accessed more freely

now! Congratulations on making through all of the unfair and illegal silencing of your free speech rights

and our right to be able to �nd information which does not align with, well, you know! God bless you and

your team

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

weehen

My joy-meter is spiking to hear this good news! Thank you, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ducky27

Thank you for all you do and have endured for us. There is no need to refund any SubStack enrollment

fees.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Dan4186

Thank you, dr. Mercola !! We are blessed to have you !

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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kin8997

My most sincere CONGRATULATIONS. I have been your follower by years and years and your posts have

given me the insight enough as to avoid if possible all "Doctors"

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cup

Wow. I have always felt that Dr. Mercola is simply the utmost in being a completely honorable and honest

being. I have always had 100% con�dence in him. I ask you, who else would make this available again and

then offer to refund everyone who had paid for a subscription? This is very rare. And it is so Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MyrnKerr

I don’t want to loose your broadcasts! What do I do?

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Cassandra11

Thank you Dr. Merola, and I applaud your realization! Thank you for your much-needed service to

humanity, and I send my heartfelt blessings on your spiritual journey.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Phildavis

Very wise and appreciated decision. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

wonderfu2

YEAH. Thank you  ( We have his puppy Joy to thank for this!! )

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

skinder1

For 15 years I have reviewed Dr. Mercola’s research Daily & taken many of his nutrients in order to

PREVENT illness. This, I believe, is why my Lab tests con�rm my Excellent health and people say I look

late 60’s, but will be 84 April 6. I support his recommending we check our Internal Intuitive Guidance.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

grulla

BRAVO!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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geodevosyahoo.com

Who would have the motive to hack Mercola.com? That's the looming question and the most likely

answers are someone, some organization, that found Mercola.com to be a problem for them. It's reason

enough to read every word of every post. While the scienti�c jargon is often over my head, it's obviously

offered to add credibility and legitimacy for anyone able to interpret. Thanks Doc, for all you do, for having

the temerity to question orthodoxy.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nj_indy

It wasn't just the website that was a problem for "them", it was Mercola himself. He (not just the

website) was named #1 on the "Disinformation Dozen" list published by the dark money group CCDH.

Good luck to anyone trying to �nd out who's really behind that group; they're good at covering their

tracks.  Agreed that the mainstream power players' fear of what Mercola says makes it clear that he's

exactly who we should be paying attention to!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

joero_

A gift of pure treasure! Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Karen51

So excited to have you back in full swing! Your the �rst thing I open every morning

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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labw58

I thought you had to move your content to Substack after 48 hours to protect it from the opposition. Why

are you all of a sudden going to be able to move it all back to your website? What changed?

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Poloman1

Wow, Dr. Mercola! You have wowed me again. No wonder I like you, and this community so much. Now, I

can tell my doctors, with a wry grin on my face: “How come you’re not more like Dr. Mercola?”

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Ling77

Thank you so much, Dr. Mercola! My family and I owe you a lot! You're my no. 1 health Bible, been reading

your eye-opening articles for more than 20 years. You are the BEST and so is your customer service!

Thank you again and God bless you! No refund needed.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

strangerintheland

Dear Dr. Mercola I have been following you for over 20 years and have always found you ahead of the

curve. You have done, and continue to do, so much good. Your new emphasis on Joy is wonderful, and so

deeply true. As a new Christian I can attest that joy comes in my life by surrendering to Our Blessed Lord.

Combine that with your information on how to stay healthy and this is a very winning combination!!! God

bless you

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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restoreyou

yay!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

rn53now

Good for you, Dr. Mercola!! I'm ecstatic about this turn of events and the wisdom you can direct us to. Last

year, as a newly retired burse, I started investigating how to set up my own coaching for those who truly

needed a new perspective. I was going to name it Spirit, Mind and Body. Unfortunately I found myself

quite lacking in expertise to reach out and found that there were so many out there giving advice. I just

didn't think little ole me could make the impact I wanted, no matter how passionate I felt about it. I thought

of subjects like abundant life, control, patience, trust, solitude, as well as the things that made my

stressed out life become manageable. Best of luck and thank you so much for being you!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sunshine11

In deepest gratitude for EVERYTHING you do, have done and will do and all the many paths you've taken to

educate, enlighten and enrich our lives everyday, year in, year out. Your mission to better the lives of

everyone you can reach is humbling and inspiring - a very very rare endeavor in this world. And, BTW,

thank you for the range of topics you bring. In addition to Joy....knowledge of the world directs our energy

toward creative mitigations that also provide a personal sense of power, autonomy, discernment along

with a cascade of other bene�ts. Also, BTW, from personal experience (25 years dealing with undiagnosed

chronic Lyme, living in the darkest of places), there's a profound nexus between true health and effortless

joy. They seem to walk hand in hand, which may attest to the impact of a targeted diet and supplement

plan on mental - and physical - health. Again, thank you for it all.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Thomasmama

Joining in the celebration of joy with an over�owing heart of continued gratitude for the example you set,

Dr. Mercola Blessings upon blessings be multiplied to you and your staff.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Sherryld

Much of my knowledge and my success losing 25+ lbs in the last year has come from Dr. Mercola and I

thank him for that. I was a sceptic of the pandemic from the very beginning after reading many of Dr.

Mercola's articles and after watching the Plandemic movie that certainly solidi�ed it for me. Unfortunately

I missed some articles that had been sent to Substack however, I was able to save the PDFs of many

articles and I'm happy I can now access them much longer. The in depth content of his articles is nothing

short of amazing. Canada like many countries is in a sorry state with the current Liberal government led

by the infamous Justin Trudeau.

My husband and I were at a customer appreciation event this past weekend courtesy of our organic meat

supplier. They took us on a tour of the traditional 9th generation beef farm that provides their beef and to

those interested to see that this type of farming still exists (I'll provide the link) even though our

government is making it more and more di�cult for them to survive. We met a couple there whose 50 year

old brother had a stroke last year. The Canadian government is pushing MAID on the family. It's currently a

sad world out there but with people like Dr. Mercola it gives us hope. We are currently �ghting the

installation of a smart water meter that will replace the analog one that our city in Ontario is mandating.

I credit Dr. Mercola for one of his past articles on the dangers of smart meters and the EMFs that they

emit. I am just amazed at the attitude of people out there after one of our Facebook comments on the

City's post regarding the installation. If you question one thing we get called conspiracy theorists, morons

etc! I admit I have enough EMFs in my home with cell phones, wi�, etc but I can turn those devices off if I

choose but with a smart meter it's 24/7. Here's the link I mentioned on the beef farm:

www.youtube.com/watch
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mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

Thank you for all of the wonderful and, often, life saving information you share with us everyday. I'm so

happy for this great news. Rock On!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sheklausner

Awesome awesome awesome!! Thank you Dr. Mercola for being such a wonderful force in the world for

great health and wellness. My life has truly been changed from your information and supplements!! I am

forever grateful!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Drwasy

This is super news! No refund for the substack necessary! Peace...

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

arweaver

That is great news or a trap. Dr. Mercola is one who I can trust. Whoever pulled the plug is still not

trustworthy or else has become sick with little help from modern medicine which is also sick. I am ready

for joy.  Allan
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die7183

I agree with Erin from health nut news. Obviously if someone has to pay for content they are going to be

'happy' to see it's now available for free. But true happiness joy and knowledge come from the Lord. 'As it

was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen'

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

DowellFamily

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I appreciate  the many informative articles and podcasts you have made available

over the years. It will be a blessing to be able to freely access the plethora of information you have

provided. I can remember reading your bio many years ago in the late nineties or early 2000’s. Judging

from what you said then, I think you DO know where true joy comes from.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Veronica1974

Thanks Dr. Mercola. I love this for the Mercola community so much that I just had to make this post of

gratitude.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

GeneLPacucciDDS

Dr Mercola, When you �rst came out you said you wanted to have the most successful website for health.

You were speaking in Oregon and I �ew up to see you and we brie�y met. I just retired two years ago from

41 years as a general dentist. Can't tell you how many of my patients bene�tted from your newsletters

over the years as I printed many of them. You certainly ran the gauntlet of adversity. Your indomitable

spirit makes you a national treasure.  Gene L Pascucci DDS
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brucedari

We need to gain more subscribers to Dr. Mercola's newsletter. I'm happy to help and will guide people to

sign up. Thank you for the valuable content, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tan2582

This is awesome news. As for "joy", I doubt... too many health problems. I guess, knowledge has its price

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

feelingood99

That is wonderful news Dr Mercola. It will be easier to forward your articles to friends without

explanations! You are an amazing source of knowledge and inspiration - thank you for what you do!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Don7589

Is it April 1st? No, it isn’t! YAY! Thank you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Swilliam

Thank you for �ghting, for having fought for us for DECADES. We love you, Dr. Mercola!
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kmeheen

You’re great. Thank you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

iro5345

Thank you Dr. Mercola! I have been coming to you for many years! I havn't vaccinated my 4 youngest

children, and stopped vaccinating the �rst two. We home birthed all but the �rst child.  I worked as a

critical care nurse in Coronary Care and Surgical ICU. I saw �rst hand the atrocity of pharmaceutical

medicine. I would never go back to that wicked system! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

�o4562

Thank you for making your website content available again. I have sorely missed it these last 2 years. This

news brings me to tears; happy tears that good things can happen again in this very messed up world.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

drl1071

Thank you, thank you, thank you! I wasn’t able to subscribe to substack, but never missed your newsletter.

May JOY boomerang back to you.
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jm56872

Wonderful news about all the articles returning!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

deb6862

Thank you so much for making you content available for us again. Debbie

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

JanLV

Thank you thank you thank you! Much gratitude & love to you for recognizing that this thing you call Joy is

what the world(s) need most, and for your love & service in offering all that you can to all that care to

learn.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

JTonline

Sincere thanks Dr. Mercola!
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ppruitthotmail.com

I've been reading your articles for several years. They are always pertinent and helpful. But I am truly

amazed at you offering a Substack subscription refund. That is one of the most decent things I have seen

in YEARS. Bless you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bdmatt

Thank you for all you have done and continue to do! This is very good news indeed!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

katrina110

Great news! Thank you for caring! Prayers you can continue making a difference!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

AnneMoore

Thank you so much for this news. I have always read all of the articles available to me and now am so

happy that I will be able to read all of them. Thank you Dr. Mercola

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Laraemuss

Thank you! You are truly committed to helping people.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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tee1875

Yayyy!! Made my day! Will videos be restored on YouTube too? I hope!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

epi-cure

A 100 billion ! . . . . . . pretty soon yur talkin' real money :- )

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

CarolAnn24

Dr. Mercola, thanks for going the way of joy. You are up to date on the path to visions of the "new earth". I

do appreciate that you are offering all this without charge. It's helpful to me as I live abroad and making

foreign payments gets complicated.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

rebbyreb99

Amen !!! This is incredible news and so much appreciated!! Thank you!!!
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2TM

I have followed Dr. Mercola every single day for over 25 years.  Dr. Mercola has had a profound in�uence

on me and my family and friends.  I truly have tears of joy right now.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MMercedes

Dr. Mercola. A true hero and courageous warrior for decades now. What great news.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Gre68951

This news (and wonderful, empowering article) brings me JOY, in and of itself. I was a subscriber for a

long time, but eventually stopped subscribing and, instead, downloaded all Mercola articles into PDF form

and saved them into a folder on my tablet, as well as printed out all of them and put them in a binder, in

the event that, somehow, those saved on my tablet might mysteriously disappear. I’m ALL IN for all your

articles about �nding JOY and retaining it, as I believe that is truly the answer to good health, both

mentally and physically. Thank you for making all your content free again, and I look forward with gusto to

your new insights into how to �nd long-lasting joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

klbuhagiar

I am so overjoyed that I am moved to tears that you are able to open access to your articles that contain

such cutting edge and critical health information.
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�amich65yahoo.com

I believe being able to search for information 20 years ago is what has saved my life and put me on a

journey of valuable learning. The format you have had for the last few years would have made it

impossible for that to happen for me if I were to been trying to search for information like I had years ago.

Thank you so much for doing this and I'm certain it will save countless more lives putting new people on a

better health journey.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

she6467

Great news! Dr. Mercola because you have such great information to share!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jen3086

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for this fantastic news and your generosity! I rely on your wisdom often and share

with others as well. May God bless all you lay your hand to and prosper you like never before!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

emseiler

THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU! For putting this life journey on a positive path in the mist of so

much chaos and darkness. Look forward to your �rst book.
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a female

True Health and well Being Warrior!!.. What a Joyful Blessing for every human who takes the reins on their

own Self Wellness!, Thank you Dr Mercola

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pra3064

Yeah! I applaud your new direction. Finding a path of joy is the only way we are going to get through this

current train wreck. I look for joy seekers to share my journey with and am thrilled to know your website

will be taking a new turn! Blessing Dr. Mercola. You are a National Treasure.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nel1951

YEA YEA YEA for the new system. Thank you Thank you Thank you God bless you Dr Mercola

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

judi88

I have followed you for decades and I owe my health and the con�dence to make my own choices

concerning it, to you, Dr M. I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your guidance during covid, I know

it was at great personal risk that you continued to inform all who would listen and read. Your new

approach is going to be awesome- it brings to mind one of the late Wayne Dyer's famous quotes: "Passion

is a feeling that tells you: this is the right thing to do. Nothing can stand in my way. It doesn't matter what

anyone else says. This feeling is so good that it cannot be ignored. I'm going to follow my bliss and act

upon this glorious sensation of JOY." I am forever in your debt, Dr Mercola.
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BettyWinters

This is awesome news on both changes. I agree with the current status of our country that it is

challenging to �nd Joy or maintain a state of Joy.  We all need help, and Mercola.com has been my go-to

source for many years. Thank You!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Eevee

Hurrah, oh happy day ! thank you Dr. M.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ISpeakCat

First paragraph and I started crying. Tears of joy I guess. I'm happy for Dr. Mercola's path forward to be full

of joy, as it was when he �rst started sharing knowledge with the world.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

wee95064

This news has brought me to tears...but good tears of JOY!! Thank you Dr. Mercola for your strength and

tenacity and brilliant knowledge. I've been following you since pretty much the beginning, I think 2000?

The knowledge I have accumulated from you has been invaluable to me and to those who come to me for

help. THANK YOU!!
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Since1966

Thank you, Dr. Mercola! You have been a huge help to me for years now! I appreciate how you are honest

and take us along with your real time discoveries. And not rigidly holding on to one idea or course of

health. We are then able to evolve along with you and I’m looking forward to what you have to share about

Joy.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

IntegratedCoaching

I feel blessed today - your spirit has helped mine. I have followed you for years and always trusted this

source of information. I hope that it does not stop. As both a coach and psychotherapist, spirit and soul

are very important in helping people to step into who they were meant to be. How we choose to give of

ourselves as we gain more knowledge about ourselves is so important. Living in this messy world, we

need more people who are being themselves. Many thanks for being there as a respectable source of

information over the years.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

eri566960

Loving this new direction you’re heading in, Dr. Mercola! Although my reach is a tiny fraction of yours,

when working with my clients I have found cultivating joy and helping them to remember the innate

wisdom of their bodies and the power of their minds is vital to healing. We are each powerful co-creators

of our own realities. When we reconnect to the part of ourselves that knows we are an eternal soul and an

individuated spark of the Divine Creator, we can create a truly magical life for ourselves
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The Texan

THANK YOU!!! I discovered you somewhere around 2000 or 2001 and have been at a loss since your

articles aren't easily accessible. My folder for you on my computer is packed with pdf's and I wondered

how long I could keep that up. Some things you've suggested just do not work for me. [Gross alert: Take

baking soda, for instance: I threw up my food in the shower because that knocked back my stomach acid

too much. I did not take it with a meal.] So, YES! INTUITION. I DO go by that now. "... the joy of the Lord is

your strength.” Nehemiah 8:10 "When the Lord brought back the captivity of Zion, we were like those who

dream. Then our mouth was �lled with laughter..." Psalm 126:1-2a

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

1Marielys

Thank you Dr. Mercola for everything you done.I have learned so much reading your articles.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dt8254

I wish your videos on �tness were back. Is there a venue that will support them? I love your �tness info

that is there.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Opalite

Great news. Thank you for your wonderful articles and trustworthy information.
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cjagen009

This is wonderful news, Dr Mercola!! We are all striving for healthier bodies and now to include JOY for

healthier minds is a God sent!! Love your vision for a new journey.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

luxinterior

I love this, it makes me so happy to read that you're now going to be focused on increasing joy in the

world, since how we feel every day is what matters most and what in�uences the most not only our health

but our world. Congratulations Dr. Mercola, what a great move, I'm very excited to see what's coming from

you from now on. One of my favorite books regarding our emotions or vibrational energy is Power Vs.

Force by David R. Hawkins.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Bugg

I echo the other comments. It was worth paying that small amount however this is about much more than

that. This is about real freedom of expression and truth. I rejoice with everyone else and you Dr. M!

Hooray!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

allpets

well...thank you thank you for unlocking your vault....You are a hero in my book for your vast knowledge of

medicine and your guest speakers....love your newsletter...you have saved me countless times and given

me the power to stay well...and thank GOD I did not fall for the vaccine scam....I knew from the onset it

was not what they said it was....keep up the good work...
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rizbanu

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I've found your articles very helpful. Enjoyed the interviews conducted on different

aspects of health and educating the public of different subjects. Joy and happiness is something you you

create for yourself by looking at yourself inwardly. God Bless you and all those who post here and share

their wisdom. Wishing you success and to keep doing what you love to do. Have a bless day!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tothebrink

Thank you for making the articles more accessible. I was pondering how public airwaves were required to

have news available for the public. But now those outlets are not trustworthy. Thus, to get truth about

current events we must �nd sources - and that costs money. On �xed income it is prohibitive to pay

multiple subscription fees.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Kathy_W

Signed onto your site in 2011 but had been following you daily a couple of years before that. I'm 69, my

husband is 84. We are healthy and take no pharmaceuticals. Over the years, your information has given us

the power to be like this. Your post today brought me to tears, Dr. Mercola.....tears of joy. I am SO looking

forward to what comes next. God bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

follybeach

YAY!
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spring71

I “discovered” Dr. Mercola over 20 years ago and have been taking his supplements ever since. I also

followed his advice on the Covid Vaccines, and I truly believe that is what prevented me from getting it and

the variants as most people I know who took the “jabs” did, and who are still getting ill. I turned 85 this

past December and I feel great and believe it’s because of listening to Dr.M. these past years.Thank you,

Dr. Mercola. You are truly one in a million.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

chrisphillips

thank you for your persistence in the face of so many obstacles... joy wins!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

aminahyaquin

THis is absolutely wONDERFUL. Thank you! Please continue to share your prnetrating socio-political,

holistic perspective inisights, commentary, consciousness raising and TRUTH. We need to be able to hear

your wise , compassionate and courageously candid analyses and PRECIOUS VOICE.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mar1124

Thank you so very much!! The information you have shared has empowered me to make informed

decisions about my health! You are the only person I trust !! I look forward to becoming a more joyful

person!! Many, many thanks!!
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melinda2334

I love you Dr Mercola! I am so impressed with your committment to humanity's health and welfare and

now adding this spiritual component! You rock! Your articles and information have been a life-line for me

throughout this covid crap. Thank you, thank you, thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

nursefrazier

Thank you, we appreciate all you have been doing!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kelikesh

Bravo Dr. Mercola! Kudos to you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lizincozumel

Grateful to hear! Following you since the beginning. Can you talk about bio-resonance therapy? My

naturopath is using his machine and I can't believe how much better I am getting!! The reviews are

controversial, but wonder if that is the pharm Boys talking. Blessings. Greatful for your new direction. Has

been mine as well. Improves my healing from very complicated health issues faster, too!!@
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wearewell

I just checked my �les.....at this moment, I have 2119 �les stored....began 2-26-2011. Pre 2022, many of

these �les have been scrubbed but at least I have the introductory headlines...then I began copying and

pasting full articles....yes, I will continue to send to family members.....nothing will ever stop me from

learning and sharing. Thank you Dr. Mercola - where there is a will, there is a way.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Ballen7

I am thrilled to hear this news! I paid to have access to your content on substack for the last two years. I

don't know what I would do without it! Your knowledge and information has helped my family

tremendously. It's very much appreciated.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

int7067

Thank you, thank you, thank you! I’ve missed my go to for health advice. This is wonderful news.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tra7551

Congratulations. You are a true wisdom warrior. You �ght for all of us and we are grateful.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Orillia

This is the most marvellous news!!! Thank you Dr Mercola!! You make such a difference in this world. Joy

and Spirit are essential for genuine connection with self and our world. I appreciate and rely on your  site /

support to live my best life. ~ Gratitude ~

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

AntoniaG

Oh this is wonderful news! The joy of all members and followers here is tangible. Those who would control

us wish to take away all the joy that comes with freedom. From now on, we will focus only on joy and the

health bene�ts that accompany this state of being. Thank you Dr Mercola. You are a true hero.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

akocemba

Thank you & God bless you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

absurdity

I guess a lot of censorship has been reduced, now that the public can't be sold on as many covid

"vaccinations". To be sure however, "the powers that be" [TPTB] have some sensitive areas that journalists

and truth expose people can be censored for. That would probably include in-depth investigation into

skyrocketing all-cause mortality, and other health and non-health topics.
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lka1216

This is truly wonderful news!!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tpa29031

Wonderful news!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Cat3071

Wonderful news! Thank you Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mar9779

I agree with many others, no refund needed Doc please. Keep it to partially pay for all the BS you've had to

put up with from all the governmental and private agencies, people, and assorted idiots. No fear, move

forward in truth as always. We love ya!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

KathyL

Thank Goodness!!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Texdebbie

I was surrounded by sheep & you kept me alive and sane during Covid. I loved reading the comment

section and one of your followers stated, "We are Mercolians!" That became my motto when times were

tough. You are my inspiration! No refund required!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

BettyGrant

Welcome back to Love and Joy. You are blessed.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jtscmiller

What a JOYOUS day! Dr. Mercola you are the best.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sdegasis

We are all evolving. Blessings!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ldg9170

Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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exhibitdesign

Dr. Mercola has been a shining light especially through the recent debacle of recent years. I am amazed by

his dedication to truth and health. You were certainly one I looked to during the pandemic and even before

then so I knew you were on track with the truth.  Thank you for caring about humanity, you are brave,

courageous and really care. This news brings me joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

carmen

Wow! Can't wait to read your 12 books, Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

gleek1944

Awesome Decision. Your heart & spirit are pure GOLD!!! I have been copying your daily articles for several

years now. They are second the most important guidelines to my life. The Word of Yahweh is #1. I Thank

You on steroids.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

whimsley

Great news! Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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hadji

Profound. Thank you. Your actions exceed your words and lay bare your courage and humanity. God has

chosen you for this. Who would have thought that little Joseph Mercola would rise to lead the world to

Joy? Your army of Angels around the world will multiple like the loaves and �shes and will defeat the

darkness in our world.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mth52559

Akin to being 'led out of the wilderness'. Thank you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bchristine

So grateful for Dr. Mercola ~ thank you for standing in your truth to yourself and others!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

alissnow

Very cool, Dr. Mercola, and thank you! This long time follower has found much joy in my learning from you,

and my healthy body at age 65 (no chronic illness nor big pharma needs) is my proof!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jippers

Very welcomed development. Thank you! Please keep what I've already paid. It was worth it. jt

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ela3783

Super splendid news !! Thank you very very much Dr Mercola for a heart of charity for freely dispensing

invaluable health information to many of us who bless you from our hearts and give thanks to God for all

such providence

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mry2921

I have appreciated your wealth of knowledge, and also your admissions when you found some advice to

have changed due to new information. You have been my hero during the pandemic-willing to stand up for

the right of freedom of choice. I agree that we all have an inner spirit connection, and I personally attribute

my spiritual growth and awakening to Jesus who is “the way, the truth, and the light”.  Thank you for

sharing your knowledge and path with us!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

penelope�nch2

Curious switch along with a lot of reversals lately. Looks like the good doctor is no longer a threat to the

powers that be. And we will own nothing and still be joyful.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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dimetrodon

This change sounds great, DR. MERCOLA. I have a �le folder of many of your daily articles and have used

a number of your health strategies personally and for my elderly mother with clear success. Thank you

sincerely for your leadership in the freedom and heath-freedom movement.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

NewlandsWanderer

You have brought a great healing gift to the world Dr. Mercola. Bravely fought against false information

and soul-destroying tyranny. So many people are alive and healthy thanks to you and your team. There is

an Indian proverb. "The smile that you send out returns to you." May you be blessed with many smiles of

joy and gratitude that are headed you way. Without the healing light of your wisdom, the world would be a

much darker place. Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

epi-cure

" . . . . . . And in the end the love you take is equal to the love you make . . . " , so sang some blokes

from England over half a century ago.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Michele115

Thank You Dee Mercola! I appreciate all you have done in the past and look forward to your continued

success! You are a champion of health and free speech. Thank you Dr Mercola!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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dperrin_1

If it is possible, could you please write an article on chemtrails? Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

hspeters

Hurray! I never thought I'd see this day. I too have been saving PDFs of your articles for the past couple of

years. This is great news Dr Mercola. I have always looked to Jesus to guide me to good health and He led

me to your site back in 2000. Today at 72 I lead a healthier life with zero pharma. I thank you for this good

news and pray God's blessing on your life.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

johnsilvers2009gmail.com

What a wonderful article I feel more joyful already!!! Thank you!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

rsi4818

Dear Dr. Mercola, I have read your daily blog for many years and have followed much of the advice

contained in your essays and reports. This is the �rst time I have responded to your daily posting. It is only

�tting that my �rst response is to send you a very simple yet sincere, Thank You for all the help your

information have given me over the years. Reading today's blog informing your readers about the

availability of your entire archive is very much appreciated and is valued but reading your philosophy and

distinction between Joy and Happiness struck a chord deep inside me. Tank You again, Richard

Szymkowski

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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drbaker

I am ecstatic that you are in this place of celebration. I have followed you for all the years you have been

online (I am 66 yrs. young). Although appreciated, I do not need a refund of subscription fees. I have

gotten more than my money's worth, as well as all of my patients that I direct to your website and

substack. May your blessings and gift of knowledge to us be multiplied by the millions in what you have

given to humanity. You have been and remain my number one go-to source for health information. You

have weathered a horri�c chapter in our history; may your future outshine all of your hopes and dreams.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bar8027

So excited fo myself, my friends and family, and my heavy �les folder!!! I will not be asking for a refund.

Keep researching and spreading real health news!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Trish Foley

MERCOLA for POTUS!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

val4398

wowwwwwwwwwwww. thanks.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Trish Foley

MERCOLA for POTUS.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Antisandman

NOOOO!!! He is more valuable doing what he does and happier. The presidents that went against the

banksters and for the people ended up dead.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

loloinc

THANK YOU Dr. Mercola! I've read you daily for over a decade, and was sad when I couldn't access past

articles because I couldn't afford to subscribe. And with all the horri�c unfoldments of the past few years I

have tried to stay informed (as best I could under the eyes of Big Brother) while simultaneously trying to

keep my heart open. No matter the circumstances, Love is always available inside, through the heart when

it is connected to the Oneness. A Su� master said "People think Love is an emotion, but Love is the

greatest power in creation". Living in this awareness has has helped me remember that Light dispels

darkness, and even if it's just within me, I can at least shine that little light from my heart.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mcprange

Thank you Dr Mercola. very appreciated.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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l.c9456

Thank you. Your info needs to be able to be Shared frequently to bene�t the masses.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

coffeecup

Thanks Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

smharpole

Honesty and integrity are necessary in science and medicine. And Dr. Mercola has demonstrated his

commitment to both by being honest enough to change his mind and direction when new truths are

revealed. Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for increasing our knowledge through so many yearsand now JOY!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sus868781

This is indeed a wonderful sign. Thank you Dr. Mercola for helping lead the way to where many of us are

going. We’re building a new society of sovereign individuals committed to love, peace, truth and joy. The

evildoers have no chance against these virtues. Bless you for all you have done and will do in this mighty

cause!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jbe3651

Thank you! One of the Real Doctors!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Dar6416

We must be extremely cautious in who we vote for and carefully choose the candidate who will defend

and protect our constitutional rights and liberties! Remember that we vote for the good of the country and

not for the man (or woman) .

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

yayanna

Joy to the world!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

joyceshank

AWESOME!!!! THANK YOU!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Malta12

LOVE to hear this exciting news! JOY is certainly missing from most of our lives at the moment and this

could not come at a better time. Once again, Dr Mercola is leading the way on how to make the body

whole.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

beardown

Great news. Glad focus is being put on Discernment , the spirit within and joy! Thanks so much for all you

do and have done Dr. Mercola. No refund required.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kur1567

Guaranteed Dr. Mercola has cost the Globalist world control bankster cabal more then $100-Billion esp

ungoing in its geometric progressive snowballing effect growing daily as people like myself who have

lived and promoted healthy natural lifestyle for over 55yrs as being important...! Of course not worldwide

to start with tho since being online in 09 have written somewhere's around 50,000 comments in on

political insights, Christ & Scriptural knowledge, true + important history, true science, health & nutrition

info, naturalistic lifestyle & prepping, various building projects, various hobby's of need to know things for

indepentent thinkers esp rural/wilderness reality's, defense concerns & info....all which is getting far more

popular for down to to Earth independent thinking & living more and more now lifted above dependent

urban/city helplessness as somehow a smart valid lifestyle to embrace...! 0oops did I say something

wrong...lol

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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capri6

Great news! Accessing, forwarding or saving your articles will be simple again. Thanks Dr. Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

�rstcity

Thank you again Dr. Mercola. Your articles are insightful and a great help to all of us navigating an

increasingly toxic world. This is truly good news and congratulate you for �ghting the good �ght and

coming out on top again.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

KelleHauser

Dr. Mercola YOU are a Joy! Thank you a million hugs!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kas7964

Standing ovation! Sending the vibes of love and joy! And the vibes of strong gratitude!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Dar6416

One word: YIPPEE!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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chiaromc

Thank you. Thank you. It is valued and much appreciated.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sst14791

Hooray! Thank you Dr. Mercola!  Have a joyful day everyone!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

5807873

Thank you Dr. Mercola for continuing to speak Truth to Power. You have truly made such a difference in so

many lives.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kas7964

What a magni�cent news! Your light shines more than ever! You changed my life and the life of my family!

I am embarking on your new journey with you! Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Gwyncann

Standing ovation.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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brunzi

Dr. Mercola is a gift from the Divine! Thank you. No refund requred.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

che_mar

Great news! You have been my trusted source for health guidance for many years. No refund please.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cindyhooser

I am so thankful you have come into the wisdom of joy. Love, peace and joy are the beautiful experiences

that will change your biological, physiological and emotional states of being. They are of the vibration that

penetrates and makes straight the bent lattice lines of we humans. Without these critical essences we are

sorely lacking in the literal building blocks of truth essential life. Please help us in our journey following

the maze in f life.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sli44227

FREEDOM!! This is GREAT news Dr. Mercola!! We all need to keep FREEDOM in our mind, hearts and

voices!! No refund needed. Thank You!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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BretMichaels

I'm happy this is available again. Made a new account.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

camissionary

Very happy for this news. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

veeeee1

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I read your email every day. There were times I wanted to go back and read passed

emails and they would be gone. So THANK YOU!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pjs5658

LOVE YOU...thank you for caring about humanities health.. thank you for joy ...in all your teachings

through out all these years! thank you for changing your mind on a concepts and letting us learn with you..

the new big hugs

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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pat3443

Amazing! Thank you for all this information, some of which I have incorporated into my health regimen.

Every day I have made sure I downloaded the PDF version of every article. Now I don't have to! Thanks Dr

Mercola for enlightening me to BFR training, niacinamide, red light therapy, molecular hydrogen, Omega 6

overload, sunbathing, earthing... all of which I am using to optimize my being. I feel younger, healthier and

stronger at 52 years of age than I ever have!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

vco1448

Thank you Dr M, for everything, for your sel�essness, your bravery getting to this point & not being quiet

and thank you for your wanting to help others to the extent you do. We love you & I tell so many people

about you. You have probably saved our lives going through COVID guiding us through. I look forward to

reading your article daily. Thank you again.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

oxygen

So much respect and appreciation for your wisdom and generosity.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lva9681

Welcome back!! You are my Health Bible, so I have also been a substack subscriber. No refund required, I

was happy to support your efforts to keep this information available.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jkglaros

I need this on Joy. Been Marcela follower for 15 years. Recently husband of 52 years passed away. Now

what???

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lea6935

All the truths that you have brought forward has given many many of us the con�dence and courage to

stand tall and strong in our search for good health and the questioning of those that would hide it from us.

Opening your eyes and taking control of your own health does bring joy. I have been blessed to follow you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Mvm8435

Thank you Dr. Mercola for everything you have done, are doing and will do to help people both spiritually,

nutritionally and physically. You have been attacked in more ways than most of can comprehend, yet you

can continue to �ght back! God Bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

terrifox

Thank you! I have enjoyed your health news for a very long time. You’re always ahead of your time with

actionable health advice on every level. You are so appreciated, God Bless!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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roz5128

Wonderful news, thanks Dr Mercola!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pitch227

I have never posted a comment here before, but this is such good news.  I have followed Dr. Mercola for

years, and love his supplements. Congrats & thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

mgi9847

Wonderful News! Thank you, Dr. M!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sas421

I am so happy to hear this news! Thank you for your continued efforts to educate.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Amerikim

Dr. Mercola this surprised me. In a day of everything has a price I was not expecting this and you made my

day. I look forward to reading every bit of wisdom that you provide any time that I have a question. I

always start my day with your articles and have printed so many over the years. Thank you for allowing us

to have access without the fee. God bless you sir.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bonbon1472003

Fantastic news. You are a truly good person who cares about people and the truth. Thank God you and

your employees were able to persevere through the dark times. I have been following you since about

1993ish when I moved to Lambton County in Ontario Canada. I always go to you �rst to read about heath

and supplements before I make a decision. You have truly blessed us all.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dottiem222

Love this! How exciting!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bar1064

Wow!! I feel like I'm in a dream. This is amazing on so many levels. Congratulations Dr Mercola you

continue to lead the way and I'm so grateful for you. Joy indeed!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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WillieBe

Dr. Mercola - Thank you and bless you for all you have done for people everywhere. You saved countless

lives by standing tall through horrendous obstacles, threats and adversity thrown your way. You of all

people, deserve joy, peace and happiness in your life.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dianna1189

Just thrilled with this announcement!!!  Thank you Dr. Mercola and your entire hardworking team!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

aub56434

Wow! Thank you! This new/added direction is inspiring. God bless you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tiprtst

YAY!!! THIS IS SUCH GOOD NEWS!!! Thank you for ALL that you do Dr Mercola...been following you for

over 20yrs!! Many Blessings!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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VCruzMo

Today's article made me cry of joy, I always apply this lifestyle to be the example to others and help rise

the vibration in the world

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Randi1

Thank you, thank you, thank you! This is wonderful news! I'm so glad we will be able to get back into your

archives for information. I've always trusted what you say!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Merkphan

Great News!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

drcatchiro33

I think that is amazing! What a stand you took and I love that you are coming back with JOY to the world.

Your content is my go to. Thanks for all you do.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dealt7faux12

What a wonderful surprise amidst all that junk mail. And on a Monday no less! Thank you

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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bowgirl

Thank you Dr M for sharing your journey to physical and spiritual wellness and navigating tech and

government challenges with us. Knowing we are not alone on our path is supportive more than you can

know. Well, you know now!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

jcr08438

Fantastic! Thank you :-)

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tanya_marquette

This is wonderful news. Have subscribed to the paid substack as these articles are so valuable and I did

so despite my income being at poverty level. This subscription is the only one that I would try to afford but

will not ask for a refund out of my appreciation for your work and its sharing. Looking forward to the

changes along with ongoing health information.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Theophilus1776

Well, this is some  joyful  news!  Glad to hear this Dr. Mercola! I have been a longtime follower of yours. I

sincerely appreciate your guidance through the years, ESPECIALLY through the covid �asco. I subscribed

to your Substack immediately when it became available, but please keep the refund you offered and do

some good with it. God bless!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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YogiCarol

This news brings me joy!!! Thank you Dr. Mercola!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

dm51881

Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

DanMorpheus

Thanks Joe for all the great work you’ve done to enlighten and assist others in health. Programming love,

joy and harmony in this 3d reality is the key to unlocking in�nite potential to living healthy and going

beyond this low vibration we are in.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Bi�e

Thank you Dr. Mercola! Love and truth wins! What a joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

trimariner

Thank you for your continued efforts.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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pra3771

Dr Mercola, my sis introduced me to your products and then website years and years ago. I can’t thank you

enough for being a guiding voice for real health! You are truly blessed and will play an important role in

The Great Awakening! Shout out to Sis, Crystal M!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

rebel_still

Dr. M... As a longtime follower and fan, just a heartfelt "Thank You" for all you have done for your fellow

Humans. Peace and Hope - the best is yet to come. Robert Dotson, MD

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

def2484

What a blessing you have been to me and my family. Your articles and products have turned our health

around and enabled us to take control of our own health again. We thank you and your staff for everything

you do for us!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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shangrila114

I am truly stunned, nearly speechless. I never imagined a time I would be able to search Mercola freely

again. I used to join substack, only as and when I really needed to, and only for a month at a time. I am a

retiree - all I can say is thank you, thank you, thank you.  On a different track, your "joy" is the third of four

sublime states of being the aspirant to transcendence of the worldly realm must attain to on the path to

deliverance, the others being (1) loving kindness (metta), (2) compassion (karuna), and (4)

equanimity(upekka). Preceded by 1 & 2, and together with them, the perfection of the 3rd, "empathetic

joy", leads to the 4th. Dr. Mercola, I always knew you had 1 & 2 in spades. You've now recognized the

importance of the third, which is essential for the attainment of the 4th. I wish you loads of joy on your

pilgrimage to God. www.youtube.com/watch  .

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ros6381

Thank you Dr Mercola for bringing back all your content to your website! I am thrilled to hear this as i will

be able to access all the information you share more easily. Thank you for being who you are. You are a

blessing!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ren11278

Dr. Mercola you are a very good person. I pray that your success exceeds your expectations.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

justruss

You have learned well, Grasshopper. Your journey has just begun.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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jackhicks

No refund required. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

waverider

WooooooooooooooHoooooooooooooo! YAY! So happy to hear this! Thank you so much for everything you

do! I appreciate your articles and insight so very much!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bettierowe

We are a community for growth in all areas of our lives. Thank you for all you do. No refund required.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

eni11641

My heart rejoiced when I read this. Many are feeling the transformation that is happening. You put it so

succinctly: "to guide you through a transformative approach focused on increasing joy". Joy has suddenly

become important again for me and my friends. You say you will lead us: well, I will indeed carefully

consider your examples, because : by the fruits one recognizes the tree. I have been following your 'fruit'

for years, but this is the �rst time I am responding. I am so grateful.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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KGCunninghis

Thank you Dr. Mercola for not folding up shop when all looked so bleak. I happily supported your efforts

via the subscription and feel that my small part helped keep the lights on. No refund required, and am very

excited to continue to share new and PAST articles alike.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

lloydse

I hope you feel all the love and gratitude that �ow back to you every single day. Your shared knowledge

and insights are a gift for which we are so grateful.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

sparrow4

I do welcome this new venture and wish you all the success with it you deserve. Be as joyous and happy

as you wish others to be you lovely human being.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

christophergohl

Great News  I want to join on this journey and spread JOY and therefore Health

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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tabbies_partyOf5

Thank you!! Now when I send someone a link I don't have to tell them to download asap to read later!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

annrexroad

Thank you so much. I have read your articles and learned so much over many many years. I live in an area

that is (very sadly) not supportive of healthy products or information at all and you have been and still are

a lifeline for me. Thank you also to the knowledgeable followers you attract who add to your library of

information in their comments. Good people attract good people. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

TrueChange

Thank you Dr Mercola, for expanding your mission to the highest level from which all our well-being and

inner wisdom becomes accessible to us. Isn't it great that it's the best feeling ever, as well? And thank you

for the generosity with which you have always shared your own diligent research efforts and personal

journey. Interview subjects from the Three Principles community (Joe Bailey, Michael Neil, and Linda

Pransky spring to mind) would have valuable knowledge and inspiration to share in this area.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Smcallis87

Bless you Dr. Mercola for the many years you have shared your knowledge! No refund needed.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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MarthaBriggs

Today is my 75th birthday! I have been following you for years. Your thoughts, theories, interviews helped

sustain me throughout the fake, destructive Covid years. Thank you. This morning, listening to your new

focus and intention of promoting joy and inner peace felt like another birthday present! Thank you, Joe. I

look forward to the coming books. Sincerely, martha

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Stephjask

Bravo Dr Mercola. You are a true doctor, one of he few in this modern age. Kudos to you for your honesty

and bravery. Your joy really shines through in this article, wow! Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kim9490

Thank you, Dr. Mercola! This is the best news. Keep doing what you’re doing.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MoMac46

With grateful thanks Dr. Mercola The law of attraction abounds and I see the joy you have already brought

to all who post here. Thank you for your new found realisation and for all that you do to help light the world

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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bandovk

Thank you Dr. Mercola! I have followed you for years, buy your vitamins and am a paid subscriber, this is a

good deed you are doing to pay it forward and opening up your valuable information to the world for free.

May God bless you with a long and healthy life. I love you because you are a research doctor and not just a

sheep doctor, I tell everyone about you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

tgmerk

Thank You

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kanchenlunga

More power to you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

RER1349

WOW!!! What an amazing news! One billion times THANK YOU, Dr. Mercola. Not only for this great news,

but for all you have done and still doing to helping people, etc. Hope many will follow your steps.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Lizschneider53

Grat news!! Thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

MPeary1947

Thank you Dr. Mercola! I saw you way back in 2006 in San Diego at a seminar you did and have been a

subscriber since then. During those many years, I've gleaned so much useful info that I've also passed

onto others. Now I'll be able to see ALL of your news!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pom1122

Dr. Mercola you are a blessing to this earth! You have �lled me with joy and I am so grateful and thankful

for you! Thank you for your kindness and caring for humanity! Thank you for spreading joy!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

kbl5436

Thanks again Dr Mercola! Hopefully this move will not make you a bigger more visible target. I know that

you are not perfect as I believe you are correct only 99.9% of the time (joke) but you have become a

tremendous resource for me and I wish you a long and productive life. I will not be asking for a refund as

your shared knowledge has already repaid me a thousand-fold.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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wundrlust

Outstanding! Congratulations and thank you for your care to share all the incredible information these

past years and moving forward! Your wisdom and knowledge has moved and help me to obtain the best

health possible for myself and my pets!!! You and Dr. Becker are truly a God send. I cannot thank you

enough! I only wish I had made the attempt to see you in person while you were still practicing. I did see

Dr. Becker prior to her moving to Boubanea. Again, thank you for all you do!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

LSquare

Thank you; this is very generous of you (and very unexpected). Please, please, please keep redundant

(and o�ine) backups of your library - [sadly] you can be certain that your site is a perpetual target.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

Fixitlady

Yay! I am SO glad. I really missed being able to search for articles on any given subject. I have received so

much bene�t from your website. I have been praying for you ever since I heard how horribly you were

being treated and grateful for your courage to stand under all the persecution. God bless you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

cha9472

I’m grateful for this change. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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ste2553

Fantastic news Dr.Mercola !! Very happy for you & the rest of us. I too am a happy subscriber on Substack

for truth & no refund needed-!! God Bless

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

HashiMama

This is just fantastic! THANK YOU for this and for all you do... including your recent work referencing the

studies of Ray Peat and Georgi Dinkov. With all the censorship going on in the world today, this

announcement gives me new hope.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

brendasusan

wow! thank you Joseph Mercola. You are a leader an inspiring leader.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

pjucla

Awesome!! Great news !

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

bancroft

HORRAY!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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Sikender

Many thanks,Sir,have been forwarding to my friends i am sure they,like me,will be overjoyed.allah reward

you

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

no_buts

Go for Gold Doc, your attitude rocks. More power to you. Thanks for the inspiration and great education

opportunities.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

noro11

Bravo! You are truly exceptional for making healing possible for your fellow travelers of this world!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

natloz

Dr.Mercola, you are a very brave Man! And you're a brave a Real Doctor and a healer! Big Thank You and

congratulations from all Your supporters and fans from around the world!

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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AlinaA

Thank you, dr. Mercola! I really appreciate the information you share, it helped me indeed take the right

decisions and thank you for The joy you inspire!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

annie194

Fabulous news have so missed not having access to your library I when I need it so this is a wonderful

start to my day more power to you Dr Mercola I have learned much from you over the years.thank you!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

degwar

You are a champion of health and free speech. Thank you Dr Mercola!!!

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

febrifuge

We can all be born again to the belief of natural health, thank you Dr Mercola.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

ant1570

This is awesome. Wonderful to have access to the articles back again. Thank you.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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goodbody2

As Marianne Williamson said, "We don’t have a health care system, we have a sickness care system”. By

the way she has the most brilliant and extensive political agenda, has a rare passion for integrity, is

extremely serious, and imo is the most suitable candidate for president of the United States.

 Posted On 03/19/2024

 

nesanels

Whew! I guess Bully Gates and Biden-who's-dividen' the country (-tried to shove the Covid "vaccine" down

everyone's throats) realized they had gone to far..

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

DrJcjr

I read a few comments..which can be summarized “Hip hip hooray” But to me.. It’s just herd speak.. You

are going to make your content FREE.. & available when readers want to read it. OK .. good You want joy &

spirit to be involved in your health OK I will add (whatever that means?) You are writing 12 books? For me I

like your general approach. And there are many with similar approaches. The goal for me is WHAT works &

WHAT doesn’t. And more importantly WHAT IS THE GOAL? Often we have health fanatic spouting health

advice who aren’t healthy themselves, don’t look healthy, don’t know what healthy is. So I liked a few

statements you made, but most of it was garble..

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

yan2750

Where are the articles before 2021 ? These were the good one. Not much interesting since then.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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dingwall

Thank you Dr Mercola for caring enough to share. Sincerely appreciated. Dee WQld Aust.

 Posted On 03/18/2024

 

RussellMark

LOL, warriormum. That was the perfect riposte and made me chuckle heartily! I have to agree with Dr

Mercola regarding the difference between happiness and joy and dare I suggest (as a non-American) that

"the pursuit of happiness" is a �awed concept, the attainment of contentment being the highest and most

joyful of all human endeavours. Thank you to Dr Mercola for his courage and integrity in the face of such

adversity and for so generously providing some of the most helpful, honest, and insightful health advice I

have ever received.

 Posted On 03/18/2024
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